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A CENTURY OF TOP SERVICE
FROM G. GAY & CO

HOW TIMBER CAN HELP
THE HOUSING CRISIS

TRAINING FABRICATORS
IN ENGINEERED TIMBERS

Hand crafted
Tasmanian Oak
Engineered Flooring
,
from nature s
finest timber.
Woodsmith engineered flooring begins its life
in Tasmania’s arresting mountain ranges, before
being planed, sanded and meticulously finished.
The resource-rich, fertile environment, abundant
clean air and reliable rainfall ensure a pure and
consistent natural product.
A sustainable and local timber
The regrowth eucalypt hardwood possesses a rare natural beauty, is expertly milled,
ensuring waste is minimised and the yield maximised.

An innovative product with a consistent grain
The straight, consistent grain and 165mm flooring profile creates a sense of
expansiveness and organic flow for a myriad of interior applications. Quarter sawing
ensures a smooth, uninterrupted visual continuity. Due to the layered construction of
the flooring it is stable, flexible, resistant to warping and shrinkage, and suitable for
domestic and commercial applications.
Woodsmith’s Tasmanian Oak engineered flooring is highly receptive to staining,
resulting in a wide range of refined, contemporary colours. State of the art
production techniques ensure a product that is hard wearing, highly resistant to
foot traffic and every day living.
Our original, handcrafted flooring is the perfect designer choice for premium
decorative themes and project choices.
Finished using industry leading Bona Naturale UV system.

Huon
Trail

Cradle
Sky

Freycinet
Morning

Tamar
Mist

Derwent
Breeze

Available in six designer colours
developed to complement current
Australian design trends.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Peter Carruthers, Lonza Wood Protection

A case for built-in durability
W

ood is one of the most versatile
construction materials and has many
benefits over alternatives with regard to net
environmental impact, cost effectiveness
and ease of use. It is the only significant
building material whose production and use
can result in a net positive carbon storage
balance, as the wood fibre is created by
photosynthesis where growing trees absorb
atmospheric carbon dioxide.
Managed plantation forestry is the most
sustainable way to produce wood fibre for
manufacture of timber and wood products.
These trees are highly suitable for
manufacturing a wide range of structural and
appearance building products.
In many applications timber and wood
products require protection from natural
biological agents such as mould, decay
fungi, termites and other insects.
Termites are a significant threat to
the built environment in most parts of
Australia and the building code stipulates
appropriate protection measures are taken
in affected regions.
Alongside good design and construction
practices, durability and reliability in service
are key considerations in determining the
suitability of protection systems for building
materials. Despite the best of intentions,
some protection methods can be breached
placing timber in difficult to inspect places
at risk of attack.
The most effective way to ensure that
your timber and wood products are
adequately protected against insect attack
for the long term is through the use of an
industrial insecticide applied directly to the
wood fibre. An external barrier system can
provide an additional level of protection.
While these approaches are known
throughout the industry, all too often we see
buildings exposed to termite attack through
an incomplete understanding of the issues
surrounding timber preservation.
Lonza Wood Protection tailors solutions

for the preservation of wood fibre by
working closely with business ensuring the
right solution is used for the intended
product. With proven and reliable long term
performance in Australian Hazard class H2
conditions our Tanalith® and Vacsol® and
Permatek® brand insecticides have been
tailored to suit individual customer needs to
ensure adequate protection of concealed
structural components.
Permatek® Timber Insecticides are
applied through addition to the glue line or
resin system for enhanced durability against
insect attack in engineered veneer laminated
and reconstituted wood products such as
LVL, plywood, strand board, particle board
and MDF.
Our trusted range of Vacsol® Timber
Insecticides can be applied using pressure
impregnation for treatment of the full cross
section for use in all areas of Australia or in
a dip plant providing envelope protection of
local timber species suitable for use south
of the Tropic of Capricorn.
Our Tanalith® Ti Insecticide, has been
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While both barrier
treatments and
treated timber are
deemed acceptable as
stand-alone options
for protection, best
practice recommends
a combination of
both systems.

developed for H2F protection of internal
framing applications. Applied using an
in-line spray or dip system, it is suitable
for the envelope treatment of local and
imported species of softwoods, for use
south of the Tropic of Capricorn in Hazard
Class H2F conditions, Tanalith® Ti Insecticide
also provides protection against European
House Borer.
Structural timber and wood-based building
components with the built-in durability of a
Tanalith®, Vacsol® or Permatek® Timber
Insecticide can play an important role in
reducing the consequences of termite or
other insect attack and provides the most
cost-effective long-term solution and peace
of mind for the end user.
It is important to note that while both
barrier treatments and treated timber are
deemed to be acceptable as stand-alone
options for the protection of structural
building elements, for best practice in
whole of house protection, Lonza Wood
Protection recommends a combination of
both systems.
Most of the mainland areas of Australia
have a termite hazard, and protection of new
buildings or extensions is required under the
building code in these areas. Many
populated areas have a high termite hazard.
Without adequate protection the structural
elements of the house are at risk of costly
damage due to attack from insect pests.
This risk increases in concealed areas where
regular inspection is difficult or not possible.
Timber products treated with Tanalith®,
Vacsol® or Permatek® Timber Insecticides
to H2 or a higher level are deemed to be
termite resistant building materials
according to the Building Code of Australia
and AS3660.1
For more on Lonza products, visit www.
lonzawoodprotection.com/apac/
For more on timber treatment, see the
Treated Timber & Termite Management
booklet included with this issue.
www.timbertradernews.com
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FWPA
PROVIDING SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRY
AND VALUE TO MEMBERS
Forest and Wood Products Australia (FWPA)
is a not-for-profit industry services company
– sometimes referred to as a rural
development company – funded by the
Federal Government, member levies and
research grants.
FWPA collaborates with government and
industry stakeholders to determine strategy,
invest in effective and relevant R&D and
deliver programs designed to grow the
market for forest and wood products,
increase productivity and profitability across
the value chain and ensure positive
environmental and social outcomes.
It has a Statutory Funding Agreement with
the Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources and has also been appointed by
the Australian Government to be the
contract agent for the newly established
National Institute for Forest Products
Innovation, as well as managing two
projects under the R&D4Profit program.
Two important long-term industry
challenges are the lack of growth of our
forest resource, and the continued reduction
in local research capacity. To address these
issues, FWPA has funded a number of
research projects focused on the expansion
of the forest estate, the optimisation of log
utilisation, and the establishment of a new
Centre for Timber Durability and Design Life
at the University of the Sunshine Coast.
FWPA also runs the WoodSolutions
program, a valued resource for the
expansion of product knowledge, and a
statistics program which provides useful
information for industry decision making. It
also works with schools and universities to
increase the understanding of the benefits
of timber. All of these are assisted by an
ongoing partnership with Planet Ark.
Recently, FWPA ran a pilot industry
leadership program called For Our Future.
Twenty-eight emerging leaders graduated
and provided strong positive feedback on
the program’s value and impact.
Neil Turner, a Harvest Forester with
Australian Bluegum Plantations who
graduated from the program said, “In the
rush of work, it’s easy to become tunnelvisioned and task-focused, and this training
was a reminder of the value of taking a
higher-level approach. The program was
www.timbertradernews.com

brilliant, exhausting and challenging. I am
very privileged to have been given the
opportunity to attend.”
Other graduates praised the quality of the
material presented, and also the opportunity
to network with other future forestry leaders.
Another recent initiative was the worldfirst research by market research firm,
Pollinate, analysed by the University of
Canberra, which found the more natural
looking wooden surfaces workers could see
from their workstation, the higher their
workplace satisfaction and wellbeing. Based
on a survey of 1000 indoor Australian
workers, the research has the potential to
substantially boost demand for timber in
office fit-outs (full report available at www.
woodsolutions.com.au/wood-at-work).
FWPA Managing Director Ric Sinclair said
the research proved the business case for
including wood and other natural elements
in the workplace was strong.
“FWPA invested in this research on behalf
of our members to provide hard data
supporting the use of wood, not just in
terms of attractiveness and environmental

benefits, but in terms of business,” he said.
FWPA is now two years into an innovative
strategic plan which has moved its focus
from functional inputs to the outcomes it
seeks to achieve for stakeholders.
The current outcome-based programs are
focused on the following five strategic
priorities:
Program 1 – Promoting the advantages of
wood products;
Program 2 – Aligning products to market
needs;
Program 3 – Assisting value chain
optimisation;
Program 4 – Increasing resource availability
and reducing risk; and
Program 5 – Impacting decision making and
industry capability.
FWPA collaborates with its members, the
Australian government, researchers, building
specifiers, consumers, regulators and other
key stakeholders to ensure these programs
are delivered with the most benefit to the
industry as a whole.
More information about FWPA’s work is
available at www.fwpa.com.au
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ATIF
JOHN HALKETT
ILLEGAL LOGGING REGULATION AND
COMPLIANCE UPDATE
Further meetings have been held with staff
from the Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources to discuss activity related
to the illegal logging regulations and
compliance. The Department is reviewing
some of its communication materials to
improve their clarity and to increase the
understanding of the illegal logging
legislation. This will include overhauling
existing illegal logging web pages,
developing supporting social media materials
and hosting a series of educational webinars
later in the year.
The Department has also written to
importers of regulated timber products
to remind them of their obligations and
also to direct them to new communication
materials (including the upcoming webinars).
In addition, the Department has written
to key industry associations to highlight
the laws and some of the available
guidance materials.
CANADIAN GLOBAL BUYERS MISSION
BC Wood’s Global Buyers Mission (GBM)
was again this year held in Whistler, British
Columbia. The mission provided an
opportunity for Australian buyers to meet
and potentially develop new business
relationships with Canadian timber product
producers interested in growing their
export markets.
The imposition of tariffs on Canadian
timber imports into the US could be an
unintended windfall for the Australian timber

The imposition of
tariffs on Canadian
timber inports into
the US could be an
unintended windfall
for the Australian
timber import
industry’s challenged
softwood sourcing.

import industry presently challenged
sourcing structural softwood lines for the
domestic building and construction industry.
The imposed tariff averages 20.8% on
Canadian timber imports into the US.
While there is already a strong
relationship, particularly with the British
Columbian timber industry, fostering even
closer interaction with Canadian suppliers
could be in Australia’s interests.
At the invitation of BC Wood, ATIF
General Manager John Halkett attended
the GBM to investigate possibilities for
expanded structural softwood and
engineered wood product exports to
Australia. This included meetings aimed
at establishing a closer relationship with
Canadian structural and engineered wood
product suppliers and gathering information
for ATIF member companies.

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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CHILEAN SOFTWOOD SUPPLIES
Discussions have been held with the Chilean
Ambassador and other senior Chilean
representatives to explore possibilities for
Australian importers to strengthen their
interaction with Chilean suppliers aimed at
additional volumes of graded and treated
structural softwood.
ATIF considers that there is some merit in
seeking to strengthen existing relationships
with Chilean structural softwood and
engineered wood product suppliers.
Although Chile is already a major supplier of
a wide range of radiata pine-based timber
products, they may be able to do more.
The meeting with Chilean representatives
resolved to continue to work through
ProChile, and with major Chilean forest
companies to investigate prospects for
expanded trade with Australia.
ATIF BOARD MEETING
The most recent meeting of the ATIF Board
was held in Sydney on 9 August. The
meeting included a discussion on a forest
industry social licence initiative being
proposed by Forest and Wood Products
Australia (FWPA).
The discussion was assisted by a
presentation from Howard Parry-Husbands,
CEO, Pollinate. The Chairman of FWPA John
Simon, and Managing Director Ric Sinclair
attended the meeting for the presentation
and discussion.
For further ATIF-related information
contact John Halkett at: john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

TABMA
Colin Fitzpatrick
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD
TABMA has come a long way in the last
decade.
In 2008, TABMA operated as TABMA
(NSW) Ltd out of small premises in Surry
Hills, Sydney with apprentice and trainee
placements numbering only 43, while a oneperson operation was in place in Perth but
was not trading economically.
The decision was taken at this time that
to secure TABMA’s future, greater emphasis
would be placed on communication with
members and as a business we would place
our major concentration on the placement of
apprentices and trainees through our
existing Group Training Organisation (GTO).
Following the demise of TDA South
Australia in 2010 it was decided there was
an opportunity to enter the South Australian
market so TABMA SA was established.
Around this time TABMA NSW recreated
itself as TABMA (Australia) Ltd.
TABMA Queensland had been established
www.timbertradernews.com
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as a separate entity in 2001 and operated
independently of TABMA NSW. In 2009,
a working relationship with TABMA
Queensland was re-established, and in 2013,
TABMA Queensland became a division of
TABMA Australia.
During this period, consideration was
given to establishing a TABMA Registered
Training Organisation (RTO) to train our
trainees. However, in 2014 the opportunity
to acquire FITEC, a south-east Queenslandbased RTO, became available and in October
that year FITEC became a member of the
TABMA Group.
In 2016 it was decided to move into
Victoria and later that year TABMA Victoria
was established.
In 2018 our turnover has increased
threefold since 2008 and we have over
200 apprentices and trainees placed,
covering all States plus the ACT.
A WHS inspection service, a workplace
advice line to provide industrial relations
advice, a recruitment division recruiting
permanent and part time staff has been
introduced while our longstanding credit
bureau division, Building Trade Credit
Australia, has continued to offer its service
to some of Australia’s biggest companies.
In 2018 we have introduced a Customer
Relationship Management System (CRM)
into our business through Job Ready.
A CRM in simple terms is a system or
strategy for managing customer
(member) interactions and optimising
and systematising relationships.
We have also introduced new accounting
systems such as Astute and Xero to
modernise the way we formulate our
accounts.
While TABMA has come a long way in 10
years, we still have a long way to go.
FITEC now trades as TABMA Training and
is expanding its operations into NSW and
South Australia while looking to further
develop a range of short courses across all
sectors of the forest and timber industry.
Our GTO is always updating the trades
and courses we offer to young people and
is now also offering courses outside the
timber industry.
We are continually looking at increased
ways to provide assistance to our members
through additional services and benefits,
while we have recently engaged an
integrated digital agency to grow our social
media presence through online marketing
and web development.
At TABMA, our motto is “standing still is
the same as going backwards”, so we are
always looking for new opportunities.
For more details on these and other
TABMA projects, history and
opportunities, as well as membership,
visit tabma.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com

MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey
Online access making life easier for MGA
TMA members
MGA TMA is excited to announce the launch
of Stage I of its new website and member
portal, providing extensive back of house
support services and information.
Areas of assistance available via the
member portal include:
Legal
• Up-to-date wage rates and tables
• Workplace documents and templates
• Awards terms and conditions

TABMA is continually
looking at ways to
provide assistance
to our members
through additional
services and benefits,
including growing
our social media
presence.

HR
• Recruitment guidance
• Improving workplace performance
• Induction information requirements
Training
• Online training courses including –
• Customer service
• Improving your bottom line
• Aspects of employment including awards
and agreements
Advocacy
• Representing the industry and member
businesses at federal, state and local
regulator level, MGA TMA is there for the
sustainability and prosperity of members’
futures.
• Details online include current matters
relative to –
Wages and conditions
Planning and zoning
Cyber security
Consumer law
Çheck out the MGA TMA website now
and benefit from our experience and reach.
We know the industry: MGA TMA has
been an employer organisation since 1898 –
we have over 100 years of experience. Fair
Work Registered; ASIC Registered
We are the voice: MGA TMA represents
member views, fighting for members and
industry sustainability at Federal, State and
local levels.
Free unlimited legal advice: on all
employment law and HR matters, workplace
health and safety, and consumer laws –
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saving members $$$$ and providing peace
of mind.
Supporting businesses: free access to
policies and templates to help run a
business, letting members focus on their
business. Members can access the MGA
TMA member website portal for wage rates,
public holidays and more.
Industry training: talk to the training
experts in the industry. Join MGA TMA faceto-face Employment Law Seminars – all at
member rates!
Exclusive deals: member-only special
deals on business big ticket items such as
power and insurance.
Stay informed: keeping members up to
date with the latest employment law news,
e-alerts on the latest industry news and
events all details on the MGA TMA
member portal.
Community: industry breakfasts and
lunches, golf days and much more.
Find it all at www.mgatma.com.au

TTIA
Brian Beecroft
DAYLIGHT SAVING REMINDER
It is that time of the year when many TTIA
Members in various time zones face the
challenge of adapting to different daylight
saving regimes. In New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and
Australian Capital Territory, daylight saving
begins on the first Sunday in October — 2
am, Sunday, 7 October 2018 (turn the clock
ahead one hour) and ends at 2am on Sunday

When the clock is put
forward one hour, the
employee actually
works seven hours
but is paid for eight.
When it’s put back an
hour, the employee
works nine hours but
is paid for only eight.

7 April 2019. Daylight saving is not observed
in Queensland, WA or Northern Territory.
Australian time zones
When the time is 12.00 pm AEST in New
South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and
Australian Capital Territory, the following
times will apply from 2.00 am AEST Sunday,
7 October 2018.
• Queensland — 11.00 am
• South Australia — 11.30 am
• Northern Territory — 10.30 am
• Western Australia — 9.00 am
WAGE PAYMENT WHEN CLOCK
CHANGES
TTIA Industrial Hotline often receives
enquiries from Members regarding the

proper payment to employees, such as a
night-shift worker or an employee working
overtime, when the clock is put forwards
one hour, from 2.00 am to 3.00 am at the
commencement of daylight saving and,
likewise, when the clock is set back one
hour, from 3.00 am to 2.00 am at the end of
daylight saving.
Over the years, this matter has been
determined by industrial tribunals, with an
employee being paid by the clock.
This means when the clock is put forward
one hour, the employee actually works
seven hours but is paid for eight hours.
Conversely, when the clock is put back one
hour, an employee works nine hours but is
only paid for eight hours.
It should be noted however, a relatively
common practice among employers is to
have a policy of not treating an employee to
their disadvantage in any way by the time
changes. This approach only becomes an
issue when the clock is turned back one
hour at the end of daylight saving. When the
employee works nine hours (but is only
entitled to eight hours pay), the employer
sometimes pays the employee nine hours
pay or gives the employee one hour’s credit
or, if the hours are overtime, nine hours
overtime at the appropriate penalty rate. In
the absence of a specific provision in the
applicable industrial award/agreement or
contract of employment, the employer is
under no obligation to pay nine hours pay in
this circumstance.
Members with any queries relating to
this matter please contact the TTIA on
(02) 9264 0011.

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
TimberTrader News is the industry’s top
resource, including sector news,
profiles on industry personalities and in-depth
features.
12 month subscription is only $99.
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe or
phone on (02) 9439 1955

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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Architect’s dream

M

ost architects spend their working lives
thinking about how people are affected
by the spaces around them and how our
spaces shape our lives. So when Sally
Wilson from Adelaide-based sw-architects
decided to design and build a new addition
at her Woodville property, she treated
herself like a valuable client.
The brief was one her practice sees often:
a growing family needing more living space,
new wet areas and a connection to the
landscape. In this case, the landscape
comprised a 1200m2 site that includes a
65-year-old, 11m-tall oak tree that wasn’t
visible from inside the existing brick lean-to.
The tree was sown by the property’s
previous owner, using an acorn from their
parent’s property in England.

The resulting design makes good use of
the property’s 1898 sandstone symmetrical
cottage, which had its front rooms
renovated. The cottage was then extended
with a major timber addition, with Australian
hardwood featuring prominently both
indoors and out, leading to the home’s new
name ‘Timberland’.
The new build moves off the old house to
capture northern light and cross flow
ventilation. It angles around the garden to

Australian
hardwoods feature
inside and out.

create a courtyard, accommodate a new
practice office for the architectural business,
provide spacious living areas that link
directly to outdoor entertaining, and fit wet
spaces and services as well.
Tall framework now captures views of the
whole garden, including the oak tree, while
extensive glazing allows Wilson to watch
over her two children, not only inside the
extension but also when looking out to the
backyard from her office across the
courtyard. The simple floorplan helps the
living areas make use of passive light and
ventilation, and keeps the wet areas and
services tucked away on the south.
Wilson chose a variety of Boral Timber
products in Blackbutt species to be featured
throughout the home. “We wanted to use
Australian hardwood for its colour and

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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Timber provided the inspiration and material for this redesign.

NEWS IN BRIEF

“Timberland has
enhanced the lives
of our family.”
durability,” she says. “Timber is such a neutral
palette that works with other materials, such
as the black aluminium, brick and concrete
flooring in our new addition. The continual
use of natural timber and raw materials
complements the warm feeling of the space.”
Blackbutt structral timber defines the
strong lines of the new roofline, which take
their lead from the heritage ‘M’ roof.
Internally, Boral V-joint boards in Blackbutt
horizontally line the pitched ceiling and main
wall. The feature grade timber highlights the
character of the black gum veins and knots.
“Observing the natural variations in the
timber is like looking at clouds and makes
the space more homely because it’s not
perfect,” says Wilson. “We only have one
plasterboard wall in the space. The timber
walls are also practical and durable from a
family living perspective.”
The ceiling extends beyond the windows
on all sides, including over the covered

Blackbutt decking, guiding the view outdoors
and expanding the living space to an
undercover entertaining platform.
“Timberland has been an evolution of
experimentation,” says Wilson. “A welldetailed, hand-crafted addition that has
enhanced the lives of my family. It relies on
the simplicity of an efficient plan and raw
materials to create a delightful building that

has already become an integral part of the
landscape in which it has settled.”
Completed in January, Timberland
received two commendations in the 2018
SA Architecture Awards: Residential
Architecture – Alterations & Additions and
Sustainable Architecture.
For further information visit www.
boral.com.au/timber or call 1800 818 317.

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood &
Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring,
Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining,
Cladding and Decking.

ALL NOW IN STOCK!

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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New order picker
Combilift’s new Combi-OP is a world first for long products

A
Tool tethers
A trusty backup to keeping
a grip on your tools

F

alling objects account for 15
workplace injuries per day in
Australia, according to statistics from
SafeWork Australia. A 1kg object falling
from 20m carries enough force to be
fatal to a person below. Tool tethers are
a simple, low-cost method of reducing
the risk to workers, and the attendant
costs and fines to employers.
Miller Australia’s new range of tool
lanyards is designed to securely tether
common tools in weights from 1.46.8kg. Included in the range are three
styles of lanyards: a high-strength
elastic bungee that carries up to 6.8kg
(above), a coil style that carries up to
2.3kg and a retractable style that carries
up to 1.4kg. There is also a Double
D-ring Tool Shackle and Swivel Tether
Attachment Point, both of which are
designed for tools up to 4.5kg.
The range is designed to make
attachment and movement easy, but
made of tough materials that will last
and to the same stringent design
considerations that have been used for
years in Miller’s Fall Protection systems.
For more details and stockists, visit
www.honeywellsafety.com

s one of the new products celebrating
the company’s 20th anniversary,
Combilift has recently launched the
revolutionary Combi-OP Order Picker,
designed specifically for long loads.
It’s the first purpose-built order picker of
its type and is suitable for windows, doors
and other light- to medium-weight longprofile products. An elegantly balanced
machine, it allows for more efficient product
movement in stores and warehouses and
increases operator safety.
The long-platform, man-up truck is fitted
with guide rollers that allow it to operate in
existing guided narrow aisles of just 1.4m –
the same width as those needed for
Combilift’s GT truck. Operators can easily
and safely hand pick orders for customers
from the roomy elevated platform and load
them, even at height, to a capacity of 450kg.
Safety features include:
• Standing Operator Over-Head Guard
• Light anti-slip floor
• Self-closing platform gate
• Guard rails
• Steering angle that automatically adjusts
according to lift heights
• Maximum travel speed 10km/h

LIFTING POWER
The Combi-OP was launched at the same
time as the Combi-PPT, a high-capacity
powered pallet truck with lift capacities
of 3000kg or 6000kg as standard models
or 7000kg to 16,000kg on request.
Combilift has expanded from a small firm
that produced one innovative product – the
world’s first multidirectional all-wheel drive

IC engine-powered forklift – in 1998, to
an international corporation with a new
46,500m2 headquarters in Monaghan Ireland
today. Along the way, the product offering
has boomed, and there are now 40,000
units in operation in over 85 countries.
All are designed with the highest regard
for user ease, safety and efficiency, and built
to exacting European standards.
The Combi-OP lives up to the rest of the
range with features including:
• Multi-function steering/function control
• Dual speed control
• Operator display
• Guide rollers
• AC electric steering
• AC motor technology
• Near-6m maximum lift
• 2.8m turning circle
• LED work lights
Its ability to navigate warehouses with ease
means you no longer need to store
infrequently ordered long product on lower
shelves simply for access. This strong,
secure order picker effectively takes the
warehouse floor up to your top shelves,
creating a stable, efficient work environment
for your staff.
To see the Combi-OP in action, visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UoSZxOSsaE
For more details, visit www.combilift.
com.au

An elegantly balanced
machine, it allows
more efficient
movement and
increases safety.
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WITH VEKTA RESCUE,
ALMOST ANYBODY CAN
SERVICE YOUR RAZER.
When it comes to service
and maintenance of
your saw we believe you
should have as many
options as possible.
Vekta’s online support
system, Vekta Rescue, lets
you choose how your
linear saw is supported.
It Includes extremely
detailed service checklists,
instructions and up to
date information.
So relax, we’ll support
your decision. Feel free
to choose almost anyone
you want to carry out your
services and repairs.
Key word: almost!
Go to help.vekta.com.au
to get started.

VEKTA
RESCUE

vekta.com.au

NEWS IN BRIEF

UPCOMING EVENTS

Tech talk

T

imber Queensland’s next seminar,
‘Engineered Timber Products: GLT,
CLT, LVL’ provides technical and practical
advice on these products, which are
taking on increasingly large roles in our
sector. To be held on the afternoon of
Wednesday 5 September at Victoria
Park Golf Club in Herston, the seminar
will cover issues ranging from the
economic benefits and financing issues
of building with engineered timber to
detailed discussion of connectors and
installation details.
Speakers include Shane Mundey from
Raw Properties, Shane Thompson of
Shane Thompson Architect, Katie
Fowden from Hyne Timber, Shane
Strong from Strongbuild and Stephen
Dayus from Wesbeam. All bring relevant
hands-on experience as well as a solid
understanding of the industry shifts and
challenges presented by engineered
timbers.
Free for members, and $50 for nonmembers, this seminar represents an
excellent opportunity to gain
understanding of the major range of
engineered timber products from some
of the leaders in the field.
Exhibitors on the day will include
several of the leading players in
engineered timber products, information
and connectors, making the seminar a
valuable networking opportunity, too.
For details, visit www.
timberqueensland.com.au/events

Topped out tower
25 King has reached structural completion in Brisbane

L

endlease’s record-breaking 25 King
(see TTN Industry News, July 2018)
celebrated topping out in late July. Touted
as the world’s tallest and largest engineered
timber office building, the build at Brisbane
Showgrounds is on track for completion
later this year.
“The topping out of 25 King represents
another significant milestone in the
completion of what will be the world’s
tallest and largest engineered timber office
building by gross floor area,” said Tony
Orazio, General Manager QLD & NT,
Lendlease Building.
The project is designed and manufactured
by Lendlease and owned by Impact
Investment Group (IIG). Global engineering
firm, Aurecon, will occupy 43.5 per cent of
the net lettable area, with IIG working within
Lendlease to secure new tenants for the
remaining office space.
The nine-storey tower (plus ground

superstructure) utilises a combination of
engineered Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT)
and glulam (glue laminated timber). The
glulam is used for the structural beams and
columns, and the CLT for the floors, lift
shafts and escape stairs. It’s one of the
stand-out buildings of the $2.9 billion
renewal of the Brisbane Showgrounds
precinct and is unparalleled for
environmental credentials.
25 King’s commercial tower features open
and flexible office space complemented by
exposed timber structures to create a
contemporary and creative studio
environment. Lendlease is targeting a 6 Star
Green Star rating, 5 Star NABERS Energy
rating and WELL Core & Shell rating for 25
King, to complement the precinct’s 6 Star
Green Star – Communities rating from
Green Building Council of Australia.
For more information on 25 King, visit
www.lendlease.com

Bushfire Building Forum & Expo

P

aarhammer Windows and Doors will be
one of the companies featuring
specially designed fire-safe products at the
Bushfire Building Forum & Expo in
Springwood, NSW on 8 September.
The expo brings together leading experts
in fire safety and prevention in a bid to
help residents of this fire-prone area
understand and lower their risks.
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Paarhammer’s bushfire-safe timber BALFZ windows and BAL-40 products combine
architectural beauty with extensively tested
fire resistance and provide a brilliantly
designed response to this annual danger.
The expo will be held at the Blue
Mountains Theatre and Community
Hub, Springwood. For more details, visit
bmee.org.au or paarhammer.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com
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New safety guide

FWPA podcast

A comprehensive guide covers legal and practical issues.

F

ollowing the same focus on worker
safety and management responsibility as
our WH&S special (TTN August 2018) is the
Forestry Sector Guide to Workplace Safety
AU/NZ 2018/19.
Published by Pro-Visual in partnership with
Australian Forest Growers, Australian Forest
Contractors Association, New Zealand
Institute of Safety Management, Minter
Ellison Rudd Watt Lawyers and the Forestry
Industry Safety Council, this is the first
edition of what will be a regularly updated
essential guide for the Australian and NZ
forestry sectors.
Wall-mounted for easy reference, the
guide contains at-a-glance overviews of
management health and safety
responsibilities, the risk-management
process, personal protective equipment,

fatigue management and more.
Including both management
responsibilities and worker guides, it’s a
simple but effective aid to ensure that
workers end the day exactly as fit and well
as they start it.
In addition to a comprehensive list of
contacts, the guide includes an Augmented
Realitiy (AR) feature that combines print and
digital. Workers and managers can download
the free pro-Vis AR app, then scan over any
AR capable content and access further
information directly on their smart device.
Thanks to comprehensive sponsorship,
the guide is available free of charge. For
further information, or to obtain copies of
the guide, call (02) 8272 2611, email
marketing@provisual.com.au or visit
www.provisual.com.au

F

or anyone yet to discover the
delights of podcasts, FWPA’s new
WoodChat will convert you. Each
episode in the six-part pilot series
includes an in-depth conversation with
experts on a different industry-related
news story, discovery or innovation.
Topics include biophilia, climate impact,
genomics, drones and much more.
The first episode of the series focuses
on biophilia – the principle that exposure
to nature increases human wellbeing –
and the positive effects of wood
indoors. It features Associate Professor
Jacki Schirmer of the University of
Canberra, whose work focuses on the
linkages between human health and
wellbeing. The topic comes off the back
of world-first research showing a strong
association between wood in the
workplace and increased worker
satisfaction and wellbeing (www.
woodsolutions.com.au/wood-at-work).
“There is so much great work
happening in Australia which is not only
of significance to people working in the
forest and wood products industry, but
also to the wider public,” said Eileen
Newbury, FWPA National Marketing and
Communications Manager.
WoodChat’s second episode features
CSIRO Research Scientist, Dr Patrick
Mitchell, discussing a new tool for quickly
predicting forestry climate impacts.
Find WoodChat at soundcloud.com/
woodchat

OSB SimBoard®
• Ideal for domestic &
commercial buildings
• Sheet size 3600 x 900
• 18mm can span 600mm
centres
• 15% less weight & 30%
less load
• Alternative to
particleboard flooring
• Formaldehyde free binders
• PEFC & FSC certification
on request

...The future of sheet flooring
SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

BRISBANE

SYDNEY Head Office
1 Durham Street
Rosehill NSW 2142
Phone: (02) 9638 7333
Fax: (02) 9684 6466

MELBOURNE
22-32 Nathan Road,
Dandenong VIC 3175
Phone: (03) 9791 2241
Fax: (03) 9791 2243

BRISBANE
146-164 Buchanan Road,
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 0244
Fax:(07) 3621 7755

Ph (02) 9638 7333

www.simmondslumber.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com

Ph (03) 9791 2241

Ph (07) 3267 0244
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Stink Bugs

A

ustralia has fallen prey to several
incursions of the brown
marmorated stink bug (BMSB) in the
past year, two in NSW and one in WA.
This exotic pest can cause major
damage to agricultural crops, nursery
stock and ornamental plants. It is
common across Eastern Asia (where it’s
native) and the US (introduced in the
1990s) and is currently spreading rapidly
throughout Europe.
The risk is particularly great from
September to April in Australia, as the
breeding cycle of the BMSB sees it take
shelter in cooler Northern Hemisphere
months. As a result, bugs can be spread
in boats and vehicles, shipping
containers, pallets and equipment. Not
only does the bug damage plant tissues
with its saliva, it ejects an irritating
stench when threatened or crushed.
While these BMSB outbreaks have
been quickly contained and eradicated,
the increased threat has been met with
higher responses for the 2018-19
season. The Australian Government
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources has increased its list of
target risk countries and included wood
and all wood items on its list of target
high risk goods requiring mandatory
treatment. Treatment options given are
heat, methyl bromide fumigation and
sulfuryl fluoride fumigation.
The Australian Timber Importers
Federation (ATIF) has written to the
department asking for clarification of
the issue and whether existing timber
processes constitute treatment. ATIF
GM John Halkett shared the text with
TTN, “Our enquiry relates specifically to
if and how your enhanced requirements
will affect current imports of Chapter 44
wood products, particularly kiln dried
(heat treated) solid timber or plywood
products from the United States of
America, Germany and Romania in both
Break Bulk and/or FCL (Full Container
Lots). Further, what ‘increased or
heightened intervention’ measures
might be necessary?’
At time of print, there was no reply.
For more BMSB details, visit www.
outbreak.gov.au/current-responsesto-outbreaks/brown-marmoratedstink-bug For details of current
seasonal measures, visit www.
agriculture.gov.au/import/before/
pests/brown-marmorated-stinkbugs#target-high-risk. Contact ATIF
for updates via atif.asn.au

Cutting through
The new Oregon PowerCut saw chain provides a sharper,
more durable edge.

C

hainsaws are one of the basic tools of
the forester’s trade and key to fast, safe
cutting. Now the new Oregon PowerCut™
70-Series EXL saw chain delivers faster cuts
with less effort.
The 72LPX/70 drive links chain features
a 127cm gauge, 0.9cm pitch and 0.6cm file
size, suiting a bar length of 50.8cm. The
company promises:
•
The low-vibration, full chisel cutter
chain is engineered to utilise the
power of today’s professional saws,
ultimately reducing the force applied
by the operator.
•
A proprietary multi-axis grind
technology and precision-ground
cutters to help the saw power
through timber.
•
LubriTec™ technology that keeps saw
chain and guide bar oiled for less
friction and longer life.
•
Improved grind shape profile to better
match the shape of the file, making it
easier to file a precise edge.
•
The Gold Loop Start Indicator that
makes sharpening easier with startstop identification.
•
The superior cutting edge requires
less effort from the operator and
delivers more precision and power, to
help increase safety and efficiency.

“This upgraded saw chain is a prime
example of how we’re working with industry
professionals to best meet their daily
needs,” said Brendan Griffin, global product
manager for Oregon Products.
“The full chisel cutter is very popular with
performance-driven professionals. Our aim
with the upgrade is to create a chain that
provides a faster, more powerful cutting
solution and reduces the amount of operatorapplied force required to complete cuts.”
Available exclusively through Briggs
& Stratton, call 1800 356 632 or visit
www.briggsandstratton.com/au/en_au

“Our aim with the
upgrade is to create a
chain that provides a
faster, more powerful
cutting solution and
reduces the amount
of operator force.”

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news
at www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters
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Free self-paced
online learning
From decks to retaining walls, renovations to
recreational spaces, timber is growing in popularity
throughout Australia.
Now, with WoodSolutions Campus, you can be sure
that you are optimising your designs and
recommending wood products that are fit for
purpose.
The video-based WoodSolutions training modules
are designed for both new and experienced design
and construction professionals, covering the basics
of timber properties, moisture control, applications,
durability and more.

Follow us on

Enrol now at
campus.woodsolutions.com.au

design and build

Fill in your
knowledge
gaps

COVER FEATURE

An environmentally friendly
set of luxury townhouses has
won three major awards at
the 2018 BDAV Awards.

T

he 23rd Building Designers Association of
Victoria Building Design Award winners
have been announced and among the brilliant
designs that have taken home gongs on the
night is Melbourne Design Studio’s No Two
The Same.
A set of six bespoke
7-star NatHERS-rated
luxury townhouses in
Richmond, the project
won Building Design of
the year, best Multi
Residential Design, and
Excellence in Use of
Timber (along with Gigil
Café at Monash
Children’s Hospital in
Clayton by Sync Design)
along with several other
commendations.
To quote the judging
notes: “Timber features
impressively throughout
Above: The Melbourne Design Studio team with two of their haul at the
this amazing project,
23rd Building Designers Association of Victoria Building Design Awards.
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both internally and out, and reflects the
craftspersonship associated with the area’s
industrial past.
“A two-toned western red cedar
castellated batten system on the street
façade enables the clever integration of
operable timber shutters on the first-floor
balconies. The garage doors have a semipermeable timber screen which activates
the laneway and provides a lantern-lite view
for passers-by.
“Internal courtyards include extensive well
designed timber screens and detailing. The
use of timber internally is thoughtfully
restrained and provides a homely sense of
warmth and connection to nature in this
inner-city locale.”

INDUSTRIAL PAST
Richmond is a highly developed pocket of
inner-city Melbourne with a rich industrial
past. The battleaxe development site
included a derelict Victorian heritage
dwelling (which was renovated) and heritage
www.timbertradernews.com
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Individual excellence

COVER FEATURE
overlay that affected the entire site, with
additional heritage residences nearby.
Additionally, the developers were
committed to providing a positive
contribution to the neighbourhood and
meeting the best possible environmentally
sustainable design (ESD) principles. This set
of challenges fired the creativity of the
Melbourne Design Studio team, whose
design was realised by builder H Daniel
Constructions and Hive Engineering
structural engineers.
Natural, recycled and sustainable
materials, were used inside and out, many
of them with supply chain certifications.
Thermally broken windows with double
glazing and extra insulation help to modify
the extremes of Melbourne weather.
With a former shoe factory opposite and
rows of terraces nearby it would have been
easy to retreat into a standard inner-city
vernacular, but instead the architects
re-examined the form of the townhouse to
dramatically increase each dwelling’s internal
and external living spaces.
Courtyards bring light and air into the
centre of each building and work with decks,
balconies and rooftop terraces to maximise
outdoor entertaining areas and create
resident connections with the broader city.
Each dwelling has over 20 per cent more
outdoor space than a typical townhouse.

www.timbertradernews.com

The developers were committed to providing a
positive contribution to the neighbourhood and
meeting the best possible sustainable design.
Internally, spaces are generous and lightfilled. Skylights illuminate rooms such as the
bathrooms that lack windows, providing
vertical views that can be enjoyed from the
bath or shower.
Three of the façades are embellished with
huge laser-cut panels, featuring iconic
images including Marilyn Monroe and a
Vespa scooter. Similar cut-out designs
feature on balconies and windows
elsewhere in the development.
Inside, luxe finishes such as glass mosaic
tiles and American oak joinery lift the simple
lines of the interiors, while the extensive
use of natural materials creates an
inescapably warm and environment.
When judging the Building Design of the
Year Award, the judges referenced the
design’s holistic approach to ESD, the careful
planning and the thoughtful and respectful
use of materials among their reasons for the
development’s selection, emphasising that it
was the combination of all elements that
made it such a stand out.

ECO CREDENTIALS
While No Two the Same looks like the highend development it is, it hides an alternative
commune’s worth of sustainable features
underneath its slick surface.
The north-facing orientation of each home
provides ample natural light, while lattices
and laser-cut screens manage the fierce
summer sun. ‘Thermal chimneys’ evacuate
excess heat in summer, while ample cross
ventilation keeps the interior air fresh yearround. Passive design means the benefits
will last for the life of the building.
Across the site there are 14,000 litres of
rainwater storage, with tanks disguised as
raised planter bench seats in the courtyards.
The result is a thoroughly liveable set of
residences, with exposed timber surfaces
adding to the sense of comfort and overall
wellbeing of the residents, as well as adding
value to the built environment. This level of
creative ESD deserves its accolades.
For more details, visit www.
melbournedesignstudios.com.au
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Hitting
a century
After one hundred years of
success, G. Gay & Co are still
learning and growing to meet
the needs of their booming
Ballarat customer base.

W

hen a person turns 100, they get a
message from the Queen. It seems
a little unfair that a company’s centenary
passes without one, but the team at G. Gay
& Co are too busy to miss a royal telegram.
David and Ross Gay, who currently head
up Ballarat-based G. Gay & Co’s three Mitre
10 stores, are the fourth generation of their
family at the company helm. Greatgrandfather Godfrey (Goff) Gay moved from
mining engineer to demolition and selling
second-hand building supplies in 1918. As
the new products he had added to his stock
grew in popularity, they gradually became
the whole of the business, which expanded

steadily through the 1920s and ’30s.
The Depression and WWII were difficult
periods, with some families needing to wait
two years to obtain all the products needed
to build a new home, but the business did
well enough for Goff’s son Edwin to take
over in the early 1930s. In the post-war
years, he drove a boom in building around
the area and was joined in 1956 by his son,
Jim, who took over as manager in 1963.
Jim’s sons David and Ross grew up
joining their dad in the store or on the
delivery truck every school holiday. “We’d
go out to the sawmill and help load timber,
we’d stack things in the store, or run down
the street to do a little errand,” David
remembers. “Growing up in the family
business is like being a dairy farmer: it’s
in your blood. And we loved it. We’d look
forward to going in the truck with Dad and
filling our day.”
Jim insisted the boys gain experience
outside the family business, which saw
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David study accountancy and work for
Deloitte for five years, and Ross qualify in
applied science, specialising in farm
management before working for a major
pump supplier. The experience served them
well. As David says, in addition to learning
about issues that are relevant to their
current customers, “Just seeing how other
bosses and companies work is important for
running a successful family business.”

SUITING THE REGION
Ballarat is a thriving regional centre, which
brings its own challenges and opportunities.
“The majority of our business is repeat
work with tradies who are building in the
domestic market,” says David, “both on new
homes and renovations. We’re lucky that
Ballarat’s so close to Melbourne, so we
attract a bit of commercial business as well,
whether that’s at the hospital or the
university or schools, or other businesses
setting up bases here.”
www.timbertradernews.com

PROFILE
The company’s three Mitre 10 stores
stock a huge range of product to meet
the diverse needs of their clients. The
Wendouree store has been the main hub of
the business for 41 years and is their largest
site for trade and timber in terms of turnover
and store size. The 1.6ha Sebastopol store,
which relocated to its current site in 2014,
has 5000m2 of undercover showroom and
sheds, including a timber yard and 800m2
nursery, while the Ballarat (Gillies Street)
store is currently undergoing a full
refurbishment of its retail and trade sites.
“We’re just responsive to what our
customers’ needs are, and that’s all part of
the business,” says David. “Our customers
are wanting to try new things and modern
materials and techniques, so whether it’s
engineered timber product, power tools or
other innovations, we shape our business to
our customers’ needs.”

IMAGES: COURTESY G. GAY & CO

UNITING INDEPENDENTS
As part of the company’s evolution, G. Gay
& Co were foundation Home Timber &
Hardware (HTH) members in 1993, before
converting to Mitre 10 in 2014. Metcash,
owner of the Mitre 10 brand, then united
Mitre 10 with HTH under the Independent
Hardware Group (IHG) umbrella in 2016.
“From our point of view there’s been real
positives being involved with a national
group,” says David. “Both from a customer
point of view and from the buying power
you gain.
“While the models are a little bit different,
like Ford and Holden, HTH, M10 and now
IHG have been very similar. Their goals have
been the same: to make strong independent
stores viable in their marketplace against
their big corporate competition.”
David and Ross speak highly of the
increased buying power that comes with
being part of a larger group, but IHG has
also used G. Gay & Co’s experience
and expertise to trial and refine new ideas,
notably the Sapphire transformation
program. Their Sebastopol store was the
guinea pig for the concept.
The Sapphire transformation mixes new
store layouts, including shelving and a clean,
consistent presentation, with logistical and
operational improvements, including a
reassessment of stock lines and processes,
customer service and internal culture. As
David says, “It’s a chance to have a fresh
look at your business. Over time, things can
get a little tired and the Sapphire process is
a chance to step back and analyse all your
sales by department, see what’s selling well
and what’s not.
“IHG comes in with a model that’s
standardised across all the stores so they
look similar. They bring in specialised
shelving, a paint centre and a power tool
www.timbertradernews.com

Right from top: Edwin and Jim Gay; Edwin at the
old G. Gay & Co store; for 60 years, the store was on
Armstrong St South; timber at the Sebastopol store.
Opposite from left: G.Gay & Co Sebastopol, the first
Mitre 10 Sapphire store; David and Ross Gay.

centre and set your store up at very high
presentation standards, so that when the
customer walks in they see a fully stocked
store with good pricing, signage and lighting
– and the products they want.”
The Sebastopol store was the first to
undergo the transformation and has become
a bit of a star in the process, with other IHG
members coming to inspect the results and
a sizable increase in customers.
“There’s been a real change in our
product mix,” says David. “We’ve still got
the same number of tradies coming, but
because of the improved street frontage and
the size of the store, we’re getting a lot of
repeat business from the retail customers
as well. It’s a less confronting place for
people who aren’t used to hardware stores
now. They can find their way around more
easily, like in a Kmart or Woolworths.”
The company is so pleased with the
results that the Gillies Street store is now
also undergoing a Sapphire transformation,
which is due for completion in the next
month or so. “It’s basically setting the bar
for the standard we want all our stores to
be at,” says David, “which is the best store
in town.”
Along with the physical changes to the
store and stock, processes are also updated.
David says, “It’s a complete package, not
just come in, make it look nice, add some
stock you don’t already sell and then walk
away. It’s having the reordering and data
tracking procedures in place to keep it all
happening from then on.
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paint section, the timber yard or garden
centre can add to staff skills, and they are
also encouraged to build special interests.
“There are opportunities to move about
within the business, which is an attraction
to the younger ones,” David says. “Maybe
that’s why they stick with us. We offer
them secure employment and good
working conditions.”
Rostering is a fine art: holidays and longservice leave need to be taken into account,
and also the mix of younger and older staff.
“Whether it’s a Sunday afternoon at two or
Tuesday at 8 am, if someone’s got a paint
query or problem, we’ve got someone there
with specialist knowledge who can help
them out,” David says.

OLD AND NEW

“We’ve been around
for 100 years and
we’ve got a good
name. But it doesn’t
hurt to be a Mitre 10
as well, to be part of
a bigger group.”
“The knowledge and analytical expertise
of IHG has been invaluable in saying ‘these
are all the high-selling and high-performing
lines that you should stock and these are
the brands that sell really well.’ Their
combined experience over years of selling
product and understanding the intricacies of
an independent business means you can
leverage off that resource to improve your
store for the long term.”
For David and Ross, the changes in store
branding were a natural part of the
company’s evolution. “We’ve been around
for 100 years and we’ve got a good name in
town,” says David.
“But it doesn’t hurt to be a Mitre 10 as
well, to show you’re part of a bigger buying
group and you’re going to be seriously
competitive on price and range. The point
of difference is backing it up with quality
service. IHG puts you on a level playing
field with the big corporates, but when it

Clockwise from top left: G. Gay & Co in 1936; Goff
Gay (far left), Eddie Gay (far right) and friends in the
1940s; Goff Gay (right) at the Armstrong St site on
a timber stack; Goff Gay in 1940s Ballarat. Opposite
page: the Sebastopol store Drive-Thru entrance.

all boils down to it, you’re still a local
store employing local people involved in
the community.”

THE POWER OF PEOPLE
Across the company’s three stores they
employ 115-120 people – the number
fluctuates with casuals. About 90 of the
staff are full-time workers and the rest are
part-timers and casuals that manage the
changing needs of a 7-day business.
“We have many employees who’ve been
with us for decades,” says David.
“Our longest-serving is 36 years. He
started as a storeman at 16 straight out
of school and is still with us today as
timber manager.”
The variety of roles across the company’s
three stores means that there are plenty of
fresh challenges for employees to take up
as they progress through their careers.
Rotations through the hardware shop, the
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Like Ballarat itself, G. Gay & Co is a mix of
the contemporary and traditional. Many of
their builder customers are taking advantage
of long-span LVL and other new-to-market
products, while others are working on
restorations of 19th-century homes.
“We do a lot of special orders for old
architraves and things like that,” says David,
“because Ballarat’s an old gold mining area
and we’ve got lots of lovely old heritage
homes, especially in the central town area.”
To help the restorers – and builders with
special requirements – G. Gay & Co work
with their schedule to source special orders
and deliver them on time to keep the job
flowing quickly and smoothly.
In-store, the product range is subject to
regular reviews and updates. As David says,
“A lot of our ideas about new product come
from tradies’ feedback. If there are particular
products being specified, or they’ve got
particular needs – the region’s wet and cold
conditions require better insulation, for
example – more often than not it’s from
customer requirements.
“If our data analysis shows that we’re
forever ordering in special products our
builders are specifying, we’ll look at putting
them into stock.”
The company also has an excellent
relationship with its suppliers and is
regularly approached with offers of
new products.
“We have to investigate,” David says.
“It’s no good just putting in another
supplier’s brand of the same thing you’ve
already got in another brand, unless it’s a
superior product. If it’s hardware or paint
related, we’ll talk about it with the managers
as to whether they think it’s a viable
product. Some are seasonal or specialised –
around summertime there’s bushfire
protective paint, for example, and in an
area such as ours we consider putting it in
at that time of year.
“Although we have a lot of space, it’s still
www.timbertradernews.com

PROFILE
finite, so we regularly cull products if the
sales have dropped off. We can still special
order them in if needed.”
Indeed, G. Gay & Co are famous locally
for not only the size of their standard range,
but their ability to track down specialty
items for local customers. It’s not something
that David boasts about, to the Gay family
that’s just what good service means.

THE ART OF PROMOTION
One topic where David does allow himself a
little pride is talking about the company’s
events. Through a rotating mixture of
demonstrations, breakfasts and event
nights, they serve to strengthen bonds
among G. Gay & Co, their customers, the
community and their suppliers, providing
opportunities that range from tradies testing
new equipment to DIY newbies being safely
guided through the first steps of project
creation and tool use.
“They work very well,” David says. “We
mix them up a bit, not to do the same old
thing all the time because it goes a bit stale.
We’ve recently brought back our Ladies’
Nights with a more hands-on format. We do
Builders’ Nights where we have a sit-down
meal for major customers and invite
suppliers to speak to them about new
products and new innovations.”
One recent event was a Trade Expo. “We
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went offsite,” says David. “Most of our
events are held in our ‘drive thru’, but winter
in Ballarat isn’t the best time to be outside,
so we went to a nice heated venue and had
30-odd suppliers involved.
“They each had a stall and we invited
about 250 customers, who received a
showbag and got to talk to the various
suppliers. We had hot food and drinks to
keep them happy and a prize draw of a
builder’s trailer filled up with tools. We got
really good numbers and great feedback
from the suppliers and the builders, who
were really interested and asking questions
– exactly what you want.”
More regular events include builders’
breakfasts in the mornings where a supplier
will cook egg and bacon rolls between 7.30
and 10 am and either explain a new product
line and hand out promotional materials or
give a hands-on demonstration of a new
tool. Recent examples have included James
Hardie and Makita.
Local gardening experts are also featured
in the nursery sections giving talks on
regional conditions and seasonal jobs as
well as what’s good for planting when.
“It’s all a bit of networking where you can
engage customers and give them something
a bit different that they’re not expecting. We
try to do something a little bit different and
improve on it each year,” David says.

G. Gay & Co are
famous locally for not
only the size of their
standard range, but
their ability to track
down specialty items
for local customers.
To the family, that’s
just good service.
This matter-of-fact commitment to the
customer is at the heart of G. Gay & Co’s
continued success. They’ve won Mitre 10
state Large Format Store of the Year (Vic)
twice, in 2015 and 2017 and won the
national title in 2015.
But it’s the fact that a fifth generation of
the family is now working there part time,
with David’s daughters Maddie and Emily
and Ross’s daughters Catherine and Rachael
having joined the team, that they speak of
most proudly. Their second century of
success has already started.
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A place for everyone
Through a mixture of clever planning and sensible policy, Robert Pradolin wants to solve both
homelessness and Australia’s housing crisis.

T

he Property Council of Australia did
something unusual last year. It asked Sir
Bob Geldof to provide the closing address at
its annual conference.
Why was it unusual? Because Geldof told
us ‘movers and shakers’ in the audience that
we are on the nose with the general public.
“They f…ing hate you,” he said. And you can
understand why.
Like having enough to eat, secure shelter
is a fundamental human need. Yet it is a
need we frequently fail to meet. As rising
prices push the great Australian dream of
home ownership out of reach, more and
more Australians are relying on the private
rental market that often fails to provide

stable and affordable accommodation,
especially for those on low incomes.
Yet housing for all, rich or poor, is
fundamental to our long-term economic
prosperity. How can anyone be productive
if they do not have a safe place to live and
sleep? How can parents give their children
a good education if they are constantly
forced to move suburb and change school?
How can anyone manage the emotional,
physiological or traumatic events that
happen in life if their primal need of stable
shelter is not met? If they don’t know where
they can sleep safely tonight, next week or
next month? How can society function
efficiently if people must travel hours to
their place of work? Dislocation and
inequality are increasing and we are not
doing anything much about it.

THE PROBLEMS OF FINANCING
Granted, major property companies like
Mirvac and Lendlease make public
statements about ‘looking into’ increasing
housing supply through build-to-rent. But
the reality is that there is a viability gap.
Build-to-rent does not stack up financially
in Australia.
This was confirmed by Colleen Pentland
Lally, Director of Capital Markets for CBRE
in the US when she stated that Australian
superfunds have invested several billion
dollars in America’s well established multifamily rental housing system, helping to
make America great again. Why in the US
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Robert Pradolin looks like many of
the people you meet in the building
and property industries. Blue shirt,
practical shoes, greying temples, a
pleasant expression on his face. But
he’s secretly a revolutionary.
At the recent Frame Australia 2018,
the first panel was introduced by
Pradolin, speaking on behalf of his
role at WoodSolutions. Many of the
audience were still finishing Monday
morning coffees as he adjusted the
microphone. Then he began to talk,
and at the conclusion of a speech that
can’t have lasted more than four
minutes but in which he laid down a
challenge for the timber industry to
lead the way in creating homes for
every Australian, including people
who can’t afford to buy property,
those coffees were still unfinished.
Pradolin’s vision isn’t just the full
embrace of sustainable, fast and
economical timber construction, it’s a
change in the way we understand our
economy, to one that values people
more than growth and that factors in
long-term costs, not just upfront ones.
The following article is an edit of a
story first published in the Australian
Financial Review and republished
with Pradolin’s permission. On the
following pages are details of the
pop-up homeless shelters he has
been driving around Australia.
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and not here? Because it’s not economically
viable to invest in multi-family rental housing
in Australia.
Over decades, governments (both Labor
and Liberal) have created and maintained
a financial system that does not allow
institutional funds to achieve a reasonable
after-tax return on building and holding rental
housing in Australia.
We need to close this viability gap. We
need a new rental affordability scheme
specifically targeting institutional funds that
will create a residential rental investment
class to suit people on a diverse range of
incomes. To be more specific, the build-torent housing sector must be ‘salt and
peppered’ with social and affordable
housing. Governments have allowed our
social and affordable housing to dwindle
3.5% of our national housing stock. This
trend must be significantly reversed.
Key workers, such as firefighters, nurses,
teachers and police officers, need affordable
housing in areas where society needs their
services. Social housing must be located
where tenants have ready access to existing
infrastructure, services and jobs. This makes
rational business sense and will result in
billions of dollars in long-term operational
savings and productivity benefits. Most
importantly, it will enable more Australians
to live better, healthier, happier lives.
It will take investment of more than $100
billion to overcome the estimated national
shortfall of at least 200,000 dwellings in
affordable and social housing. Given the
sums involved, our government needs to
attract private capital to be part of the
solution. To do that, it must accept that
private capital will need to achieve market
returns (relative to the risks).

PHOTO: COURTESY ROBERT PRADOLIN

THE BENEFITS OF RENT CONTROL
Like many other Australians, I feel for people
on low incomes who are currently homeless
or under housing stress (paying more than
30% of their income on accommodation).
But the discussion must move beyond
immediate needs to a long-term economic
perspective so that Federal Treasury
understands the implications. If we do not
increase the rate of social and affordable
housing back towards the 10% of all new
construction we achieved in the 1950s and
1960s, it will cost future generations billions
of dollars in lost productivity and additional
welfare spending.
The establishment of the National
Housing Finance and Investment
Corporation (NHFIC) indicates that, for the
first time in almost a decade, the Federal
Government is up for real leadership on
www.timbertradernews.com

Social housing
must be
located where
tenants have
ready access
to existing
infrastructure,
services and
jobs.

social and affordable housing. We need to
keep up the momentum. NHFIC needs
to expand its brief to encourage equity
investment by institutional funds in owning
and renting a range of housing types that
include social and affordable housing. This
can only be done by a paradigm shift in
thinking to find new ways to fund this critical
economic infrastructure.
In New York, a key worker earning less
than $22,000 US per year pays only $125
per week to rent an apartment that would
cost $750 at market rates. A similar system
needs to be developed for Australia.

THE POWER OF A HOME
Sir Bob Geldof said rising inequality around
the world is manifesting itself in loss of
public trust. In Australia, ever-increasing
unaffordability is eroding the property
industry’s social license to operate. “Tread
softly property dudes, because you tread
on our dreams,” he warned.
Geldof said the word ‘home’ transcended
bricks and mortar and was difficult to define.
It is associated with a range of intangible

feelings of wellbeing and happiness that
come with the peace of mind in having a
secure place to live. Yet ‘home’ is out of
reach for a growing number of people and
as a result, they are losing trust and respect
in the ‘system’ and its players. It is up to
property industry leaders to regain that trust
by advocating for housing for all.
Given the long lead times needed to
increase housing supply, we must act
quickly if we are to avoid the slow train
wreck that is coming. This will not happen
if we stay silent on the provision of housing
for all, rich or poor. It is a fundamental
human need.
Given the extended applause Sir Bob
received after his memorable and
confronting address, I think it emotionally
connected with the audience and gave me
hope that perhaps, collectively, we can
make that change happen.
“We have the power, ladies and
gentlemen, I just keep looking for a bit more
magic,” he concluded.
Now it’s up to us to make that magic
happen.
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Pop-up shelters
Unoccupied commercial buildings are providing dignity and security for those in need.

W

e’re one of the richest countries in the
world, but Australia can’t pretend
we’re one of the most equal. One in every
200 Australians is homeless, a jump of 14%
in the five years to the 2016 census.
While there are multiple causes, one of
the most obvious is our record housing
prices. Despite having come off the boil a
little this year, Melbourne and Sydney prices
are still among the least-affordable in the
world. Sydney held the dubious honour of
second-most expensive housing in the world
at the start of the year, along with 10th
most-expensive city to live in.
Many people have simply been priced out
of the housing market, left behind by a
system that favours investors over first
home buyers and prices that are out of the
reach of huge swathes of the population.
Our housing bubble has been fuelled by
debt – we have the highest household debt

levels among G20 nations – and when
combined with both wages that have been
stagnating or falling for most workers and
lending practices sometimes so dubious
they sparked a royal commission, it’s easy to
see why mortgage stress is at near-peak
levels in much of the country. While rents
have also come down slightly this year, they
remain impossible for families on the
average income in many suburbs, and out of
reach for people on minimum wage in most
cities, despite a rising rate of vacant
properties across the nation.
At the same time, the decades-long
housing boom has seen many former crisis
accommodation and long-term boarding
houses and hotels in major cities
redeveloped into new dwellings well outside
the reach of their former tenants.
The result has been more and more
people in cities and towns living in

overcrowded accommodation, in their cars,
and even on the streets, with young people
and women over 65 making up the fastestgrowing sets of homeless.
Meanwhile, our governments have
stepped away from the tradition of
Australian social housing. Construction of
public housing is currently at its lowest level
in 40 years, and public housing wait lists are
tens of thousands of people long. Rural and
regional centres that do have excess
housing, such as Mackay, are unable to
attract low-income tenants due to a
combination of few jobs and restrictive
travel conditions for those on benefits,
which penalise recipients who move to an
area with lower employment prospects with
non-payment periods of up to six months.
In a cruel irony, Homelessness Australia, the
national peak body for homelessness, was
defunded by the federal government in 2015.

“Two Good runs the kitchen in
the Lake House. We provide the
residents with food and some
with employment.
“We sell meals to people in
the city and for each meal we
sell we donate a second meal
to Lake House or other services
supporting women.”

PHOTO: PETRINA TINSLAY

ROB CASLICK
FOUNDER TWO GOOD CO
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A WIN-WIN FOR DEVELOPERS
Two years ago, former developer Robert
Pradolin spoke with the ABC about his idea
for pop-up housing shelters. His aim was to
find buildings slated for development, but
for which there would be a 12- to 18-month
gap between decommissioning and
development. “Buildings are another form of
society’s wastage. We should not allow that
to happen while people are sleeping on our
streets or on couches or in cars,” Pradolin
told the national broadcaster.
He proposed using that lag time to
turn the buildings into temporary crisis
accommodation. “What we do is take out all
the partitions so the floor is actually vacant,
[then we] come in and pop up the shelters,
30-35 dwellings [per floor]. There are
existing toilets and showers.”
It was an elegant solution and met with
a lot of in-theory approval, but finding
property owners willing to back him took
longer than Pradolin had hoped, despite the
fact that occupancy protects the buildings
from vandalism and allows the owners to
claim some tax breaks for their charity. Late
last year, CaSPA Care made a former agedcare facility in the Melbourne City of Port
Phillip available for up to two years at a
peppercorn rent of $1 per year.
The Victorian YWCA was brought in as
managers for the project and the building
was cleaned and refurbished by home
builder Metricon, which installed an
industrial kitchen and laundry.
Interior decorating company Guest Group
supplied brand-new furnishings, and Two
Good – a social enterprise company that
donates one meal for every one of their
meals purchased by Melbourne business
lunchers – provides the food.
Now called the Lake House, the shelter
provides a safe and comfortable home for
38 women, but it currently receives 40
applications per week.

Pradolin sees a long road ahead. “Pop-up
shelters are not a solution, it’s a response by the
property sector to a city in crisis,” he says.
shelters; medium-term plans including
quantifying the consequences of continuing
to not provide housing and increasing the
supply of rental housing on government
land; and long-term goals of a financial
mechanism for private sector developments
to provide low-income affordable housing
mixed with private rental.
Working with partners across business
and government, Pradolin is goal-focused
and pragmatic, but there is a palpable sense
of urgency to his actions. As he told the

ABC, “This transition housing is a response
to a crisis. We have to be building much
more social, affordable housing that the
private market does not deliver. And my
generation, if we do not do something, we
are leaving an intergenerational time bomb
for future society.”
For more on Housing All Australians, visit
www.linkedin.com/company/housing-allaustralians
For more on Lake House, visit www.
ywca.org.au

JUST THE START
A similar project is currently underway in
Sydney and more are planned, but Pradolin
sees a long road ahead. “Pop-up shelters
are not a solution. It’s a response by the
property sector to a city in crisis,” he says.
“It’s in our country’s long-term interest to
house everyone,” he says. Accordingly, he is
a founding member of Housing All
Australians, a private-sector interest group
using its influence to challenge the housing
status quo. Their strategies include shortterm direct action, such as the pop-up
www.timbertradernews.com

Above: Pradolin laying down his challenge at the recent Frame Australia 2018 conference.
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WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

Employment contracts –
myth v fact

Some of the most common employment contract
myths, busted.

Myth: Contracts of employment are
longer than War and Peace
Tolstoy’s first published edition of War and
Peace ran to over 1200 printed pages. If
anyone offers you a contract of employment
longer than 1200 pages, run very fast in the
other direction.

Jokes aside, contracts of employment can
be very brief documents, especially if the
work the employee performs is covered by a
modern award or enterprise agreement,
which sets out most of the terms and
conditions of employment.
The essential terms in a contract of
employment are:
• The basis of employment – full time, part
time, casual;
• Commencement date;
• If the contract is for a temporary
engagement, the maximum term of the
contract;
• If part time, agreed hours of work and if
full time, usual starting & finishing times
(subject to the award);
• Wage rate or salary, and award
classification if relevant, although be
careful not to incorporate the award into
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the contract; and
• Provisions for termination of
employment, although this is not entirely
necessary for an employee covered by a
modern award.
Myth: There is one template contract of
employment
In fact, if you are going to use a template
contract of employment, it should at least
be customised for each class of employee
you engage. You may need different
provisions for employees covered by
different modern awards, and you definitely
need completely different contracts for
employees who are full time versus
employees who are part time, and different
again for casual employees.
There are a number of terms that are
advisable to include, but aren’t essential:
www.timbertradernews.com
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Myth: Unless the contract is in writing,
I don’t have a contract of employment
with my employee
If you employ someone, that is, they come
to work, perform work, and are paid for that
work, then a contract of employment exists
between you. The terms of that contract
are, by definition, set verbally and are
probably a bit vague – usually the actual
terms would have to be determined by
looking at the way the parties interact. But
the contract exists, nonetheless.

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE

• An ability to change an employee’s role,
or the location of their work, provided the
change is reasonable and doesn’t cause
them unreasonable hardship;
• A clause allowing any over award
payments to be offset against any award
entitlements;
• Consent by the employee to monitoring,
especially important if the employee will
drive a vehicle that is GPS tracked (this
agreement is crucial in NSW); or
• Express written agreement by the
employee that on termination, you can
withhold amounts owed to you from the
employee’s final pay.
Other terms that may be useful,
depending on the role the employee
performs might include clarity about
bonuses or commissions. In particular, it is
wise to address what happens to bonuses
or commissions in common situations, such
as when an employee goes on leave, or
their employment terminates.
Many contracts contain provisions relating
to confidentiality, intellectual property and
restraint of trade. Be aware that these
clauses may not be much use in the long
run, especially for lower level employees, as
restraint of trade (non-compete clauses) in
particular can be difficult and expensive to
enforce. Refer to Watt About The Workplace
in April 2017 for more information.

No provision of an
employment contract
can undercut the
award or the NES.

Myth: If it’s agreed in writing between
the parties, then it’s set in stone
Not necessarily … no provision of a contract
of employment can undercut a modern
award or the National Employment
Standards (NES). You can’t, for example,
agree that an employee is only entitled to
5 days of personal/carer’s leave each year,
expunged if unused, when the NES provides
for 10 days each year, pro rata and
cumulative.
Even if your contract says that you can
terminate an employee’s employment “for
any reason”, the unfair dismissal and general
protections dismissal provisions of the Fair
Work Act will still require that the employee
be afforded procedural fairness, and that
their employment not be terminated for an
unlawful reason, such as temporary absence
due to illness or injury.

Myth: Contracts should refer to compliance
with workplace policies and procedures
This is a “yes, but…” in that, yes, it’s a good
idea for an employee to expressly agree to
abide by your reasonable policies and
procedures, but you also don’t want to make
a rod for your own back. You need to ensure
that any obligation in the contract regarding
policies and procedures rests with the
employee, and doesn’t unnecessarily
impose obligations on you.
In fact, expressly setting out any policy in
a contract of employment means that you
can’t then decide that you wish to change it
unilaterally. You would require each
employee’s express written agreement to
change policies that are enumerated in
contracts of employment.
Myth: An Individual Flexibility Agreement
(IFA) is part of the contract
An IFA is a written agreement made under
a modern award or enterprise agreement to
modify the application of award or agreement
provisions, and it can be enforceable provided
the employee is Better Off Overall compared
to the relevant industrial instrument. The IFA
is separate to the contract, and terminating
an IFA is not equivalent to terminating the
employment. This type of agreement needs
to be treated as quite separate to a contract
of employment.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in

DECKING
SEASON
Coming up in the October 2018 issue of
TimberTrader News, a special on decks.
• Wood types, treatments and styles.
• Finishes, treatments and maintenance
products for looks and durability.
• Installation aids and accessories.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 7 September, 2018.
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BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Localised repairs
Damage to one part of a floor can be repaired, with specialist care.

A

leaky fridge, faulty dishwasher, incorrect
maintenance or scratches, such as
those caused by people sliding their chair
back from the table without lifting their
weight off the seat (Figure 1), can result in
widespread damage in a laminate floor. On
the other hand, accidental impact damage,
such as nicks and dents caused by people
dropping sharp or heavy objects, tends to be
isolated to an individual or small group of
boards. In these situations it is usually
possible to restore the aesthetic appearance
of the floor by undertaking a localised repair.
Moisture, impact or structural damage is
not uncommon in laminate floating floors.
Such is the popularity of laminate flooring
that the incidence of localised repairs is
rising proportionately. Executing an in-floor
or individual board repair is specialised work,
requiring a higher level of skill and
knowledge, if for no other reason than that
individuals who take on this type of project
assume the responsibility for ensuring the
client’s aesthetic expectations are met, and
for the future integrity and life expectancy of
the floor.
Before taking to the floor with saw in
hand it’s prudent to consider all other
options for repair. It may be possible to pull
up a floating floor with a click system profile
and remove and replace the damaged
flooring prior to reinstalling the balance of
the floor. In any event, it is essential to
secure sufficient replacement flooring. It’s a
good idea to rest the replacement board
face down over the damaged flooring to
confirm that the board is the same size as
the one being removed: there’s nothing
worse than removing the damaged board/s
only to find out that the product has been
discontinued or it doesn’t fit.

1
Figure 1: Chair damage

3
Figure 3: Cut into the corners of the damaged boards

5
Figure 5: Clean off adhesive residue

2
Figure 2: Cut out the centre of the damaged board

4
Figure 4: Tap out length of damaged board surround

6
Figure 6: Locking system complete

MAKING THE REPAIR
The first step is to draw a line approximately
25mm inside the perimeter of the damaged
board.

7
Figure 7: Locking system minus tongue
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8
Figure 8: Apply adhesive
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If a small section of boards is to be
replaced, follow the first step drawing the
line 25mm inside the outline of the
damaged boards section. Set a circular saw
blade depth to the thickness of the board/s
being removed. Using the saw, cut along the
marked line to free the interior of the
board/s (figure 2), then remove the bulk
waste, taking care not to damage the
surrounding floor.
The next step is to remove the perimeter
of the damaged board without damaging the
surface or joining system of the surrounding
boards. This is achieved by cutting into the
corners of the board being removed, while
being careful not to overcut into the
adjoining flooring (figure 3).
It is now possible to remove the
remainder of the panel, long sides first; click
system profiles can simply be lifted up and
removed, tongue and groove systems or
floors that have also been glued along the
joints will need to be tapped out. Starting in
the middle on the long side of the board,
use a hammer and blunt chisel to gently
dislodge the joining mechanism as shown in
Figure 4. Now remove excess adhesive
residue from within the tongue and groove
of surrounding boards (figure 5) and vacuum
to remove debris and dust particles.
Preparation of the replacement board will
depend on the joining mechanism. For a
tongue and groove board, remove the
bottom of the groove along the length and
end of the replacement board. Profiling
styles of floating floor click-joining systems
vary greatly, so the method of joining
system to be removed will vary from
product to product. The aim here is to
remove just enough of the mechanism to
allow the middle male locator to fit into the
lower section groove thus maintaining as
much of the structural integrity of the joint
as possible (figures 6 and 7).

9

10

Figure 9: Insert end of board on slight angle

Figure 10: Gently tap along the length of the board

11

12

Figure 11: Tap along until replacement board drops
into place

Figure 12: The finished job.

To fix the board in place, apply the
recommended adhesive to the protruding
lower section of the click system groove in
the main body of the floor; for tongue and
groove profiles apply the adhesive to the
remaining tongue section of the boards in
the main body of the floor and on the
replacement board (figure 8).

Insert the replacement board lengthwise
on a slight angle (figure 9), insert the tongue
into the intact groove of the surrounding
floor, then slowly straighten the length of
the board, easing it into place (figure 10).
The end and side of the replacement board
where the lower section of the groove has
been cut off falls into place and is adhered
to the surrounding floor (figure 11). It is
essential that the floor is then weighted
down until the adhesive has cured: this will
prevent lipping.
Localised board replacement can be an
effective way to repair a damaged floating
floor (figure 12), ensuring its integrity and
longevity while meeting consumer
expectations. The ongoing evolution and
innovation of board profiling does however
require the installer to grow and develop his
skills to meet these challenges.

Localised board
replacement can be
an effective way to
repair a damaged
floating floor.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com

specialist in

TASMANIAN OAK
flooring, lining dressed boards & architraves
www.timbertradernews.com

(03) 9588 1922 dysoncurrie.com.au
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Engineering results
Wesbeam’s workshop for
fabricators is designed to
educate and inspire.

ir Ernest Rutherford was a Nobel Prizewinning Kiwi, known as the father of
nuclear physics. Coming from New Zealand
and working at universities in Canada and
Manchester, he had limited budgets, a
situation he famously summed up as, “We’ve
got no money, so we’ve got to think.”
While there’s a bit of money in timber
fabrication, one of the most common
complaints is that there aren’t enough
people trained in engineered timbers. With
no major training institutions working with
the material, Wesbeam has stepped into the
breach with a spot of exemplary thinking,
and on August 10 ran the Wesbeam Tall
Timber Building Systems Inaugural Timber
Fabricator’s Workshop.
Twenty-three fabricators, designers and
engineers from around Australia, six
Wesbeam staff, plus representatives from
SPAX Pacific, TGA Engineers – where the
workshop was held, and one editor braved
a chilly Melbourne morning to sit in the

meeting room of a small fabrication plant
and learn.
Dr David Bylund opened proceedings. An
architect by training, he has become one of
the leading advocates for engineered timber
in Australia, and is currently Team Lead at
Wesbeam Tall Timber Building Systems.
He thanked the workshop attendees for
operating as guinea pigs for the day, noting
that they had been selected because they
were at the leading edge of the skills in new
building opportunities.
A skills shortage has been one of the
biggest issues the industry faces, Bylund
said. “There’s ample Wesbeam LVL, and
plenty of interest in using engineered wood,
but we need more fabricators, designers
and engineers who are qualified to work
with the product.”

EARLY ADOPTERS
A round of introductions circled the room,
and with them came a snapshot of the

PHOTOS: COURTESY WESBEAM. TEXT DONYALE HARRISON

Below: The team of fabricators, designers,
engineers, Wesbeam and SPAX staff and other
attendees at the workshop.

S
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industry as it stands. Rob Nestic, a structural
engineer who provided much of the technical
expertise for the day talked about the fact
that engineered timber should be competing
against steel and concrete, not light timber.
He sees it as a tool to expand timber’s
overall slice of the market. He described his
company as “looking for good, simple, easyto-build structures, with few unknowns” and
his role on the day as “sharing the lessons
we’ve already learned the hard way, so you
don’t have to.”
A number of attendees were
comparatively new to the material, with
several companies recently moving into
panelised construction or LVL from steel.
Others had a longer history with
engineered timbers. Kevin Hanrahan from
GHA Group spoke of a previous venture
running a CNC panel factory that never
married the cost of its equipment with the
volume of its work. He now produces panels
that can be made within the context of
traditional truss and frame work, without
committing to $10-15 million in machinery.
There were nods around the room at this.
Nestic in particular said the lack of continuity
of work for mass timber projects meant that
costly machinery could face periods of
idleness. “A lot of our machinery is low-tech
for that reason,” he said.
For others, including Ron Smulders and
Sean Morley from Impresa, recent
investments in CNC manufacturing plant
were paying off, but they, too, were
concerned about guaranteeing volumes.
Other attendees included consultants,
builders and designers, and some of the
heavier hitters in the sector, including
Alastair Woodard from WoodSolutions, who
has been a big voice in bringing mid-rise
timber product to market. He spoke of the
difficulties small companies found in tackling
five- or six-storey structures: “It takes up all
their time and physical space, and requires a
huge upfront investment. It’s easier for them
to look for linkages with other firms doing
similar work and share the load.”

Above: Building a floor plate from Wesbeam e-slab. Experienced fabricators showed the adaptability of
the material to engineers and designers with less experience, and a range of SPAX connectors were in
place for trialling. There was room to experiment with the differing time and results from predrilling, too.

Engineered timber is
competing with steel
and concrete. It’s
a tool to expand
timber’s overall slice
of the market.
This met with a mixture of nods and wry
grins. Bylund spoke about the potential of
brokering deals to share out larger jobs
among skilled companies. “We’re friendly
competitors,” said a voice from the back, to
general agreement.

LET THE BUILDING DECIDE
The seminar part of the day began with a
brief overview of engineered timber product
and projects. As Wesbeam produces LVL, it

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184

understandably dominated discussion, but
as Denis Cullity of Wesbeam declared, “The
building will tell you what it wants, and they
can easily be hybrid structures. There’s a lot
of great CLT and glulam product in the
market as well as steel – we have a terrific
relationship with XLam, for example.”
Peter Law, Wesbeam’s Technical Manager,
described using LVL for the main part of a
mid-rise structure “and then sawn timber for
the top two storeys as a cost saving where
you don’t need the strength.”
In terms of materials cost, LVL is currently
sitting around double the price of
sawnwood, but quite a bit cheaper than CLT
and several times cheaper than glulam.
However, as Woodard emphasised, “The
real cost effectiveness is in the construction
and over the entirety of the project. You are
mostly saving on time, labour and other site
expenses, so you have to compare all costs,
not just materials. Returns are better in midrise rather than residential, because those
are the jobs that are large enough for the

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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process savings to become substantial.”
Nestic agreed. When pitching, his
company provides costings for all options
and gives clients the tools to make sensible
comparisons. Steel suppliers can drop their
material prices very low, but the speed of
mass timber construction keeps it highly
competitive.
And price isn’t the only factor in play.
One of the sample projects shown was
a mushroom compost shed, where acrid
ingredients including stable waste had
previously chewed through the fabric of
a steel shed within a year. The LVL
replacement has so far worked well for
two decades. Timber is simply better in
hostile environments.

can end up with darker finishes due to the
steam and pressure of the process driving
the natural resins of the timber to the billet’s
outer faces.
For applications where the LVL’s outer
surfaces will show, thinner billets or the
specialist Wesbeam e-slab [architectural]
(with carefully selected outer veneers)
are advised. Thinner billets or slabs can
be glued and screwed together to act as
a thicker unit.
When it came to screws and fasteners,
Bylund declared, “We’re agnostic on the
topic. But Spax have paid for today’s lunch
and snacks.” Jokes aside, the Spax product
was an ideal partner for the Wesbeam LVL,

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The qualities of LVL came in for close
examination. Logs are peeled to create
veneers that are dried, graded, glued,
stacked in a layup station, pressed into
cohesive units and then cut to their final
form for sale (beams or slabs), which can be
recut by the end user.
The mix of hardwood and softwood,
sapwood and heartwood veneers is
determined by the end product and carefully
calculated with some 17 or 18 recipes,
according to Law.
Pressing times vary by thickness, with
standard billets of 28, 35, 45, 63 and 75mm.
Thicker billets take considerably longer and

“We predrilled all the
holes for a recent job
because we realised
the person putting
the connectors in was
going to be 10m off
the ground.”

with a range of head options for different
requirements. The screws’ double coating
gives the product a reliably long lifespan and
the 4Cut square point pushes aside fibres,
reducing the splitting of timber and installing
faster and with less torque required than for
standard screws, reducing the effort
required by staff and the wear on tools.
“I like screws,” said Law, “they’re cheap
and they stay put.” He recommended a mix
of screwing and glueing, with the screws
providing the pressure glue needs to achieve
good bonds. Although the afternoon’s
workshops didn’t allow time for gluing, the
benches showed stalactites of adhesive
residue remaining from previous jobs.
Law recommended planning attachments
carefully when working with LVL. “We
predrilled all the holes for a recent job
because we realised the person putting
the connectors in was going to be 10m
off the ground. This way, they didn’t have
to drill, they just had to put the connector
in and make sure it attached to the
underlying member.”
A raft of similarly practical tips followed,
including involving the suppliers early in your
planning stages. “We sell product as a
1200mm slab. If your design specifies
850mm for one area, there should be
another area where you’re using the
remaining 350mm,” said Bylund. “And if
you’re not, we can help you find it.”
Other efficiencies, including designing
joins into the structure of elements (stacking
billets so as to create mortice and tenon
joints, for example), managing crush risk in
vertical elements and simplifying installation
to quickly free up cranes, filled the rest of
the morning, with experiences and advice
readily exchanged.
Nestic spoke from the heart when he said
“You have to push hard to find and sell the
project in timber to get the system going,
but once the system gets going, you’ve got
that client for life.

Above: Dr Alastair Woodard from WoodSolutions working at Station 3 constructing a floor panel. A
mixture of techniques were shown to pull cupping out of slabs. The process for constructing each element
was easily managed and required little in the way of specialist equipment aside from screws.
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The afternoon workshops consisted of four
workstations building high-value elements
that required very little in the way of
specialist equipment and were achievable
at most fabricator’s plants.
Station 1 was creating a mass column, of
which thousands would be needed for
timber high rise. Station 2 used e-slab to
make up floor plates. Station 3 created a
floor panel with 35mm billets, pulling out
cupping with noggins and screws. And
Station 4 built a box beam.
We divided into smaller groups and
moved between the stations over the next
90 minutes. Materials were surprisingly
basic: clamps made of LVL offcuts and reo,
strapping to hold panel uprights in place,
www.timbertradernews.com
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Makita hand drills, some points marked out
to line up positioning and optional jigs that
could be used to space screw placements.
I declined an opportunity to drill, both
because I have zero experience at using the
high-quality industrial drills provided and
because I needed a step to get to a height
where I could get a good angle. But I did lift
a few pieces of LVL into place and found
them much lighter than expected given their
strength; less than two thirds the weight of
the jarrah I’ve recently been working with.
Bruce Wallace and Kirt Dobbin from
Victoria’s The Truss Joint managed most of
the construction in our group and were
surprised at the speed with which each
project went together. Nestic explained that
he would normally have a small production
line going, with one person applying glue as
needed, the next drilling, the next fitting the
connectors, and possibly one last to make
sure all surfaces were flush and clean. But
even with the quick samples we made and
took apart on the day, the results were
surprisingly high quality, and the only
splitting occurred when a screw was
installed with very minimal edge distance
and no pre-drilling.
Just as a full recap of the day would fill
more than these pages, questions and
answers were still spilling over when it was
time to go, and the Wesbeam team was
already planning the next workshop. More
than a new confidence in dealing with the
material, the attendees came away with
www.timbertradernews.com

Above, clockwise from top: Constructing a floor panel; building a mass beam by stacking slabs; creating
joints within the fabric of the beam; different timber types mix easily for hybrid constructions.

new understandings of how they could use
LVL to grow their businesses. And, as
Bylund reminded everyone, “When you
want to build new things, Wesbeam will
build new product. If people need it, we’ll
make it as long as it’s economical.”
Between that willingness to innovate and
drive to educate, there’s a lot of very solid
thinking going on, which should be more
than enough to push timber through the
next phase in its evolution.
For more details, visit wesbeam.com

Lifting slabs of LVL,
they were much
lighter than expected
given their strength;
less than two thirds
the weight of jarrah.
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Complete package
The first residential CLT
development in NSW was
recently completed, ahead of
schedule and under budget.

Back in the June 2018 issue of TTN, we
spoke with Theo Pasialis, Director
Construction at Holz DC. At the time they
had just completed the structural work on
the Watermark Shellharbour residential
development in NSW’s Illawarra. Now the
entire project is completed, well within both
the original time frame and budget.
Using CLT panels has been the major
point of difference. “We used 359 panels in
total,” Pasialis says. Window and door
openings were cut during fabrication.

Although the panels needed to be
imported from Austria (Australian supply
wasn’t ready to provide product at the time
of planning), the process ran smoothly and
the added carbon cost of transport was
more than offset by the very low CO2 cost of
the panels compared to steel and concrete.
“Our in house engineers designed and
numbered each and every panel in order for
the production and sequencing to be
accurately done,” Pasialis says. “No panels
were lost or damaged in any way as the QA

Cyclonic wind zone
5560m2 floor space
22m girder trusses.

“We could not have done this
project without Multinail’s
Cornerstone software.“
Damien
Arcare Aged Care Facility
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Above: The building was delivered as prenumbered sections ready for assembly. Right:
Offloading straight from a trailer to the final
position. Opposite: Watermark Shellharbour.

process ensures that delivery of panels is as
expected. Panels were transported via
shipping containers from our Austrian
manufacturer. Once customs were cleared
the containers were taken to a holding
facility where the panels were carefully
removed to be placed on semi-trailers and
taken to site as required.”
Once at site, the panels were simply lifted
into place, “Crane size was arranged
according to the largest panel and furthest
lift required,” says Pasialis.

Unlike a traditional build, the panels were
craned straight from the trailer into their final
position, where they were secured with
specialised connectors, “These included
long stainless steel screws (up to 500mm
long) as well as brackets for fastening and
shear stress forces,” says Pasialis.

In a pleasant change from the usual
months of site works, the trucks then left,
quickly followed by the crane. As Pasialis
says, “Neighbours were happy to see a
building being erected quickly and quietly
with basically a small team of Holz DC crew
assembling the building with screw guns.”

Arcare Aged Care Facility
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“We worked on a large aged care facility here in Townsville – a floor
space of 5500m2, in a cyclonic wind zone, girder trusses up to 22m,
boomerangs and many different angles. We could not have done this
project without Multinail’s Cornerstone software. Accuracy is vital and
we were able to import and work from a DWG file – taking out the
human error factor. In the end, not a single truss was wrong.
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We’ve used MN since the early 90s and have grown with them.
Nothing’s too difficult for them – they go above and beyond for us.
They are far more than a nail plate supplier – they’re a trusted partner.”
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Clockwise from above: A quick
build time is concealed behind
quality interiors; trades were able to
move in immediately; the building
was structurally complete within days
of commencing work.

Seeing the building
go up so quietly and
quickly with a crew
of just four plus
crane was amazing.
LOGISTICS ARE KEY
Ease of assembly aside, the major
advantage to working in CLT is being able
to plan with confidence. Each panel is
manufactured to a very precise set of
specifications, both in terms of size and
shape and of engineering qualities. This level
of predictability means that the construction
process can be planned with far more
accuracy than a traditional build.
As Pasialis puts it, “Careful scheduling of
logistics and early planning are essential to
ensure timing is met on any CLT project.
CLT panels are brought to site as required
and in the order required to minimise
number of lifts and double handling.”
Real-world issues including the width of
the road, suitable craning positions and
traffic have impacts that require more
careful consideration. “Factors that
determine how and when the panels are
delivered are the site constraints, the
manpower on site and the complexity of
the design,” Pasialis says. “We at Holz DC
carefully plan the project from the design
phase taking into consideration the above
factors to facilitate an efficient lifting
process. Our people ensured all the logistics
were handled as per what was expected for
this project, so all CLT was delivered as
required in the sequence required from
the holding yard to site.”

For the tradespeople working on the
development, the speed with which they
were able to follow the builders came as a
pleasant surprise. “They were motivated to
be working with a new material and were
impressed with the material and the ease of
erection,” Pasialis says. “Naturally, there
were lessons to be learnt for some of the
trades. We gave them guidance as to how
to deal with any new issues they faced.”

LEARNING BY DOING
For Holz DC, the project is a demonstration
of CLT’s capacity and a chance to further
their understanding of and expertise in mass
timber building systems as well as quality
development in itself.
As Pasialis puts it, “Seeing the building
erected so quietly and so quickly, with no
material wastage associated with the
structure and with a crew of four people
plus crane crew was an amazing experience.
No back propping or waiting time for curing
of floor slabs. Just a clean site with no wet
trades. I’m not exaggerating when I say it
was an awesome experience!”
And it has paid off as an example of what
the material and construction system can do,
too. “In the last few months we are seeing
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that a number of buildings are
now being designed for massive
timber construction,” says
Pasialis. “Architects are keen to
use the new technology as it has
so many benefits and can be
used on all building
classifications whether high rise
or low rise. The aesthetics that
are achieved through the use of CLT and
glulam timber provide a point of difference
that developers are keen to highlight.”
Like any new product, some difficulties
remain with uptake. The number of
manufacturers and fabricators working with
the material is still low, and the size of some
contracts can be offputting for companies
that will be expected to devote a large
amount of time and cash to a production run
that is currently still paid only on delivery.
Pasialis acknowledges the issues, and
thinks there is room for improvement:
“The use of CLT is different to a traditional
construction method as the manufacture
and delivery of CLT is specific to the
building. This alters the conventional cash
flow curve as more money is required
upfront to get the CLT manufactured and
delivered. Streamlining and careful planning
of the project with a team that understands
the total process, prior to commencement
will assist in ensuring the design to delivery
phase is efficient. When CLT construction
becomes mainstream, more local fabricators
may be established which may ultimately
lead to a slightly different payment model.
Until then, precise management will fill
the gap in maximising economies.
www.timbertradernews.com
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ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – SEPTEMBER 2018

By Stuart Branch, State Engineer, NSW

Tensioned Wall Bracing Strapsare you in compliance?
“D

o the tensioned wall bracing straps
you use comply with AS1684?” This
is a question every builder and timber wall
frame manufacturer have to answer by the
end of this article.
As you may or may not already be aware,
installing post tensioned diagonal metal
straps to the face of prefabricated timber wall
frames is one of the most common and costeffective ways of bracing a timber stud wall
within a timber framed residential building.
However, in order for the structural wall
bracing to be effective at providing the
required bracing capacity expected, the steel
straps must be made of a compliant steel
grade and size (net cross-sectional area), as
well as being properly installed and tightened.
With a vast range of steel straps currently
available in the Australian market, all looking
very similar but some of which are cheap,
non-structural varieties targeted for general
home handyman use, it is all the more
important that all reputable wall framing
manufacturers make sure they supply
bracing wall panels which are fully compliant
with Australian Standards.
There are two types of metal straps
AS1684 specifies as suitable for use in
structural wall bracing. Let us look at each
Type of bracing: Metal
straps - Tensioned

strap in turn, and note their minimum
requirements in the two examples at the
bottom of this page.
What is meant by “Minimum net crosssectional area”? This means the remaining
effective cross-section of the steel strap,
after any voids from penetrations/holes have
been deducted from the gross crosssectional area. In layman terms, this is
essentially what is left of the steel at the
thinnest, narrowest point, capable of
sustaining any axial forces in the metal strap.
The best way to visualise this is by looking
at an example of minimum net area
calculation of the steel strap shown in the
example at top right. As we can see from
this sample calculation, a 30 x 0.8mm strap
with a 6.5mm diameter hole for a tensioner,
has a net area that satisfies 1.5kN/m wall
bracing in AS1684.2 Table 8.18 (b), but not
3.0kN/m wall bracing in Table 8.18 (d).
Table 8.18 (d) is often misread to believe
that any 30mm x 0.8mm steel strap can be
used. It considers the presence of a single
small connector nail hole, but not multiple
side-by-side nail holes which combine to
reduce the net cross-sectional area, nor any
large tensioner holes.
Another important criterion for a compliant
Stud
Strap

Reference: AS 1684.2
Table 8.18 (b)
Bracing capacity:
1.5kN/m

30 to
60 deg.

1800mm min to 2700mm max

Minimum metal strap
specifications:
• Net cross-sectional
area: 15mm²
• Steel grade: G300
• Corrosion protection:
Z 275

30 to
60 deg.

1800mm min to 2700mm max

Gross area of strap = 30mm x 0.8mm = 24mm²
Lost area from biggest hole in the strap =
6.5mm x 0.8mm = 5.2mm²
Minimum net area = Gross area - Area of hole
= 24mm² - 5.2mm²
= 18.8mm²

Minimum net
area line

Steel strap thickness: 0.8mm

metal strap is its steel grade and corrosion
protection, which are clearly specified in
clause 1.15 of AS 1684.2.
As the steel grade governs the tension
capacity of a strap as much as its net area,
so it is equally important to ensure that the
steel grade is equivalent to G300 or above.
The thickness of zinc coating meeting a
minimum of Z275 is equally as important to
ensure adequate durability for the expected
life of the building. Cheap, imported straps,
that although look and smell the same, often
do not meet one or both of
these standards.
Type of bracing: Metal straps
- Tensioned - With stud straps
Specifying structural metal
straps whose manufacturers
Reference: AS 1684.2 Table
8.18 (d)
publish and guarantee the
steel material and minimum
Bracing capacity: 3kN/m
net cross-sectional area in
Minimum metal strap
compliance with Australian
specifications:
• Net cross-sectional area:
Standards, is a critical step in
21mm²
ensuring a building meets its
• Steel grade: G300
design working life and putting
• Corrosion protection: Z 275
your mind at ease. Have you
Note: Stud straps required at
now adequately answered the
each corner
question at the beginning?

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
www.timbertradernews.com
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Serve and protect
FTMA is keeping our industry thriving.

W
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Australasia

hen FTMA Australia was formed as a
National Association in 2007, it was
done so with the intention of supporting the
timber prefabricated frame and truss
industry. We have never shied away from
our support of timber products and being
aligned with the Australian Forest and Wood
Products Industry.
In fact, when Andrew Scane from MiTek
approached me to apply for the position of
Executive Officer of FTMA Australia, it was
because of my passion for timber, definitely
not due to my knowledge of the industry,
which at the time was basically non-existent.
In 2017, we launched our new Strategic
Plan after much feedback with the
membership. The Strategic Plan’s opening
paragraph states, “FTMA Australia’s vision is
to provide a support network where the
best people strive for the ongoing pursuit of
excellence, unity and success for
businesses with the timber engineered
solutions industry.”
The qualifications for the Australian timber
frame and truss industry are part of the

For a full list of the conditions of
membership and a downloadable
application form visit:

www.ftmanews.com
For more information contact
Kersten Gentle:

0418 226 242
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
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FTMA Australia
commits to
supporting timber
engineered products
and we will continue
to be vocal about our
sustainable industry.

timber stream of qualifications, and our
strategic partners include associations and
organisations such as: Forest & Wood
Products Australia, Wood Products Victoria,
Timber Development Association, Timber
Queensland, First Super and many more.
Does FTMA Australia have members that
do steel framing? The simple answer is yes,
however, these fabricators do both steel and
timber which may be due to code
restrictions, builders’ requests, or of late,
concerns over timber supply.
Timber has been used since humans set
foot on this earth. It is sustainable and if it
was a newly discovered product, it would no
doubt be the product of the century. We can
all make arguments to suit our own agenda:
for example, I am not fat, but simply very
short for my weight!
As I write this, residents have been forced
to evacuate their building and streets have
been closed down due to a steel crane
bending in the high winds being experienced
in Melbourne, so is steel really the stronger
product?
FTMA Australia commits to supporting
timber engineered products and we will
continue to be vocal about our sustainable
timber industry.

ENSURING YOU ARE COVERED
With changes in relation to Personal
Property Securities Register (PPSR) and
some issues raised by members in relation
to terms and conditions of trade, FTMA
Australia in conjunction with our Silver
Sponsors AB Philips have had lawyers at
AMPAC renew our Commercial Credit
Application Terms and Conditions of Trade.
Jaqi Rota is AB Phillips Trade Credit expert
and she recognised we needed to
strengthen wording in the document to
www.timbertradernews.com
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ensure fabricators are fully covered. Over
the years we have had many builders test
these terms and conditions and we are
pleased that the document provided to
members stood firm.
AMPAC has updated the terms and
conditions with a specific revision of the
PPSR Clause. They have also:
1. Expanded the Application to try to
capture any trustee’s details (page 1).
People are increasingly using a trust
structure (particularly smaller traders)
which may not be immediately apparent
from their documentation. As you can’t
sue a trust, knowing the identity of the
trustee company or an individual behind
the trading trust is crucial. If the credit
application does not contain that
information, it is very difficult to find it
out as the identities of trustees are not
available on any register;
2. Since Trustees can easily be changed,
added a requirement that the Customer
update the member of such a change
(14.10);
3. Expanded the definition of “Goods” to
include those supplied now or in the
future;

4. Added a stronger recommendation that
the Customer obtains legal advice rather
than ‘if they have any queries’; and
5. I have amended the charging clause at
13(4) whereby the Customer charges
their land and a caveat can be lodged.
In terms of implementing the new
document, FTMA Members should
amend their individual copy to reflect
their legal entity, and commence using
the new document asap for all new

account applications.
The new Commercial Credit Application
Terms and Conditions of Trade has been
uploaded to the Members Only section of
FTMA News and we encourage members to
download this and implement into their
business at their earliest convenience.
If members have any enquiries regarding
the new document, please don’t hesitate to
contact us. Our experts at AB Phillips are
also available to assist.

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

• Auto nailers, Stud Nog nailers, Nog master nailers • Standard Frame nailers,
Custom Built Frame lines • Docking saw length measures, Truss trolleys,
Truss component trolleys • Airco Senco Distributor
• Overhead nailing bridges and component transfer systems

● SAVES TIME ● MORE EFFICIENT

View the youtube links below:
Nogg master - https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo
Nogg nailer - https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0
Auto nailer - https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU

www.timbertradernews.com

For more information contact Rob Amour
0423 732 275

rob@framequip.com.au
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TRUSS TALK

I

with Paul Davis

Avoiding the bumps
A

s a keen fan of Winnie-the-Pooh when I
was young (still am really), I am looking
forward to the time when my daughter is
old enough so that I can read it to her – not
so much for her benefit, but just so that I
have an excuse to read about the Woozle
hunting again. If you have never read
Winnie-the-Pooh you can get an idea of its
style from the very first paragraph:
“Here is Edward Bear, coming downstairs
now, bump, bump, bump on the back of his
head, behind Christopher Robin. It is, as far
as he knows, the only way of coming
downstairs, but sometimes he feels that
there is really another way, if only he could
stop bumping for a moment and think of it.”
Just like A. A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh, I
often think there must be a better way, if
only I could stop to think about it. A better
way for a whole load of things.
Unfortunately, as ‘a bear of very little brain’
there is little chance to think about much
except for the task at hand.
You might have the same problem; too
little time to think given all the bumps in
the road of life. Maybe the following advice
might help you avoid some real bumps in
your roofs:
In recent times, I have been called to
inspect a number of roofs where the roof
planes have had noticeable bumps with
consequently grumpy owners. If you know
Eeyore, from Winnie-the-Pooh you will have
a very accurate image of just how gloomy
and grumpy they were.
It is important to note that no roof can be
perfectly flat – there are always some
tolerances in building construction and, in
addition, members deflect under load – for
instance, a top chord will always have some
deflection between panel points – the panel
points can look like bumps if the chord
deflection is too high.
There is, however, a threshold above

which people will start noticing these
deflections and bumps. To some extent, this
threshold varies depending upon the
perceived quality of the building. The
location of the blemish is also important.
A job where the street level is just above
the building site so that you sight along
a long roof plane is the worst!
You can always reduce some deflections
by throwing timber (and money) at your
trusses. However, there are ways to improve
the visual appearance of the roof that can
cost little or nothing.
One of the causes of roof bumps that
I see a fair bit is where a run of standard
trusses comes to an end and, if the trusses
are spaced at the standard spacing, there is
an odd distance of one or two hundred
millimetres to the end of the run. This
results in two standard trusses close
together and a consequently stiffer part of
the roof that does not deflect as much as
the remainder. This is manifested as a bump
in the roof.
On occasions, I have even seen four
trusses close together – two trusses close
together at the end of one run and two
trusses of a different span right next to
them. Bump, bump, bump, bump.
It’s enough to lead to some very negative
commentary from both Eeyore and Rabbit
on the size of a poor bear’s brain.

MAKE SPACE
The solution is simple and free – the trusses
should be spaced out evenly rather than
strictly at the standard spacing. If your
truss software’s layout doesn’t currently
show trusses evenly spaced it probably
has an option to enable this. You might also
need to reinforce the concept with the
carpenters on the job.
On the subject of two differing standard
spans next to one another, this is a problem

in itself. The longer truss generally forms
a gable above the shorter but they may also
share a roof plane. If all other factors are
equal, a truss’ deflection goes up rapidly
with its span. So, a longer span next to
a shorter can mean different deflections
on the common roof plane. Bump.
To help avoid the problem, you could
consider a wall or a beam to support the
longer span truss to reduce its deflection at
the transition. Alternatively, while it might be
a bit fiddly, if the longer span trusses can be
C
C
arranged at slightly closer centres near the
C
M
M
transition, it may be possible to graduate
the deflections and so even out the
bump.
M
Y
Y
Confused? It can take a little thought
to
Y
CM
CM
get your head around the idea, much in the
CM
MY
same way that Owl would delight
in MY
MY
explaining things twice to Pooh and
CY
CY
Christopher Robin, as that was just
what
he CMY
CY
CMY
needed to do before anyone knew what he
CMY
K
K
was talking about.
A classic case is when a run ofK standard
trusses meets a girder. Often the girder may
have a higher deflection and this can cause
a problem. I have also seen problems where
the girder is highly loaded and the fabricator
has chosen to internally support it. This
girder truss doesn’t move over the support
but the adjacent standard truss deflects –
another bump. A better option would be to
stiffen up the girder to get cambers that
match the standard trusses – or internally
support the standards to match the girder.
Conversely, one-off internal supports can
potentially cause a problem. For example, a
cutoff truss that sits on a chimney, or on an
upper storey, or on some other feature within
the roof area can stay high while adjacent full
span trusses sharing a common roof plane
deflect. Bump, bump, bumpety bump.
And on that note, I’m off to see if I can
interest my daughter in some tales from the
Hundred Acre Wood.

B

Ex

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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™

The WHOLE

HOUSE
and nothing but the HOUSE

THE ONLY TRUE 3D WHOLE HOUSE SOFTWARE
Some say their program delivers whole-house solutions – but the truth is: there’s only one true 3D whole-house software…
MiTek SAPPHIRE™. MiTek SAPPHIRE™ is a genuine whole-house suite that has, at its core, a complete digital model,
enabling the design of the entire house as a single entity. Data integrates and overlaps in real time and even the most
complex changes can be introduced to a structure and flow through to every component in the building. The user
‘lives in one space’ creating the entire model in one environment without the need to jump from trusses to frames to
floors… leading to unsurpassed input and design efficiencies…and a better user experience. MiTek SAPPHIRE™ helps run all

MGB0713

aspects of your business from enquiry to delivery.
For more information about the MiTek SAPPHIRE™ whole-house advantage,
call your local state office or visit: mitek.com.au
HOME OF GANG-NAIL BUILDING SYSTEMS
VIC (03) 8795 8888

NSW (02) 8525 8000

QLD (07) 3861 2100

SA (08) 8234 1326

WA (08) 9412 3534

mitek.com.au

